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Bush goes for Gates despite Iran-Contra past
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush said today he will nominate deputy national security adviser Robert M. Gates to succeed William Webster as head of the
Central Intelligence Agency.
It is the second time Gates, has
been nominated to head the agency.
He was chosen for the post by
Ronald Reagan in 1987, but the
White House withdrew the nomination in the face of congressional
doubts over his role in the Iran-

Contra affair.
"I know Bob Gates and I know
him to be a man of honor," Bush
said. He said the nomination
demonstrates that he has "no
qualms at all" about Gates and no
concerns about opening up the
Iran-Contra period to a new session
of congressional? review.
Gates said,-If confirmed 1 look
forward to doing my best Id me-fully develop what is already the
best intelligence service in the

world."
tion to improving its data on Thirid
If confirmed by the Senate, World powers like Iraq and on the
Gates would become director of breakaway republics of the Soviet
Central Intelligence, head of the Union.
CIA with overall responsibility for
chairman of the
David
the government's intelligence Senate Intelligence Committee,
apparatus, including the Pentagon's said Monday he expected Gates
Defense Intelligence Agency and
would face some stiff questioning
the National Security Agency.
about his Iran-Contra role.
Lawmakers and intelligence offi- Nonetheless, the Oklahoma Democials say- the CIA, long-feettsed-orr---'erat predicted Gates could win
gathering information related to the confirmation.
Cold War, must now turn its attenWebster announced last week he

was stepping down after four years
as CIA director.
Gates, 47, is a specialist in
Soviet affairs and a veteran of the
CIA, who has served as deputy
director of the National Security
Council since Bush took office in
1989.
"I know Bob will maintain a
strong and responsive" intelligence
agency. Bush said. He praised

KERA spurs-change
in teaching of the arts
JOHANNESBURG,South Africa — A judge today sentenced
Winnie Mandela, wife of African National Congress leader
Nelson Mandela, to six years in
jail after finding her guilty of
kidnapping and being an accessory to assault.

By MARIANNA

ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

LEXINGTON — Skeletal
remains of at least four people
have been uncovered at a construction site in southwest Lexington, but there were- no clues
to their origin or identities.

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. —
Indiana University coach Bobby
Knight and six others are
inducted into the Basketball
Hall of Fame.

WASHINGTON — Consumer
prices edged up a modest 0.2
percent in April as the recession
continued to hold down inflationary pressures, the government said today.

Partly cloudy with patchy dense
fog forming tonight. Lows in the
mid-60s. Light wind. Partly sunny and very warm with a 30 percent chance of afternoon thunderstorms Wednesday. Highs 85
to 90.

KENTUCKY LAKE
359.4, 0.0; below 312.8, +2.8
BARKLEY LAKE
359.5, +0.4; below 318.0, +0.3
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
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and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
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through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Wanda Kimbro, circulation clerk at the Calloway County Library is shown holding a porcelain doll from
a collection made by her cousins, Barbara Rogers and Marilyn Ray of Murray. The dolls will be on disStaff photo by Cyrus Atzall
play through the month of May.

While there are many reasons for
implementing the education of arts,
children will be exposed to the disciplines in their classrooms,
because it's now the law.
Since the beginning of the
decade, the Kentucky Education
Reform Act (KERA) has begun to
change the way the educators of
Kentucky think.
Many procedures have been
adopted such as the Basic Arts
Program, a three year collaborative
effort between the Kentucky
Department of Education, the Kentucky Alliance for Arts Education
and the Kentucky Arts Council,
according to 1990 literature provided in the instructional manual.
The program's ultimate goz1 is
to improve elementary students'
knowledge of the arts in nine
selected school districts, one of
which was Murray Independent
Schools.
Locally, Karen Balzer of'Murray
was appointed by the state to serve
as a dance curriculum consultant
for the Kentucky Arts Council to
help districts adjust, and to assist
with the implementation of the
Kentucky Education Reform Act.

"There is a need to develop an
area arts network. That network
needs to involve individuals from
all aspects of the arts, in school
systems, community theaters, civic
music associations, art guilds, universities and colleges and dance
companies. Through the development of an arts network, we can
utilize each other's talents and
expertise to make arts happen,"
Balzer said.
There are many grants available
for arts specialists to work in
school systems which can lay the
ground work and nurture the arts in
the schools," she said.
The three year effort concludes
this year after initially providing
teacher training in the four arts disciplines of art: music, vistial arts,
dance and drama. During the second year, Consultants continued
progress by providing assistance
for local development of the comprehensive elementary arts curriculum, create a long range plan as
well as a cultural resources plan.
All art education programs and
coordination is funded in part by a
grant from the National Endowment for the Arts and by appropriation from the Kentucky General

Iraq: shooting didn't happen,and
ZAKHO, Iraq (AP) — Iraq is
officially denying that a shooting
incident involving Saddam Hussein's summer palace guards took
place, but at the same time offering
assurances it won't happen again,
the U.S. military said today.
In another development, an
American reporter for The Associated Press and his Kuwaiti translator were released today in Baghdad, two days after they were

seized by Iraqi police near the
southern border with Kuwait.
Meipwhile, the allied Operation
Provide Comfort was succeeding in
its aim of taking the Iraqi Kurdish
refugees back home from the ragtag mountain camps on the Turkish
border, an army spokeswoman said.
But the spokeswoman, Army
Capt. Marcella Adams, she said the
accelerating return of the Kurdish
refugees to the lowlands may

necessitate building a third temporary camp near the Iraqi border
town of Zakho.
The Kurds fled to the mountains
after their failed anti-government
uprising in the wake of the Persian
Gulf War.
Adams also provided more information on Monday's shooting incident at one of Saddam's summer
palaces near the northern Iraqi
town of Sirsenk.

U.S. forces met by more Bangladesh storms
DHAKA, Bangladesh (AP) -The commander of U.S. forces sent
to save millions of cyclone victims
from disease and hunger met with
Bangladeshi leaders today to plan
the massive relief mission.
Foul weather, lashing winds and
floods continued to batter this
storm-weary nation, claiming
dozens more lives.
In the northeast, swollen rivers
fed by snow-capped mountains in
the Himalayas spilled over their
enif:eaments and killed 10 people,
raising the death toll to 27 in four
days. New storms in Manikganj
and Pabna in the north and northwest left 12 more people dead,
officials said.

Nearly 119,000 people died
when the most powerful cyclone on
record in Bangladesh slammed into
the southeastern coast two weeks
ago. Since then, tornadoes, thunderstorms and floods have killed
more than 160 people.
An estimated 10 million Bangladeshis are threatened by disease,
hunger and exposure.
Maj. Gen. Henry Stackpole, the
commander of the relief troops,
met acting President Shahabuddin
Ahmed and briefed him "about the
mission of the Joint Task Force."
said U.S. Embassy spokesman Carlos Aranaga.
Bangladesh Army Chief Lt. Gen.
Noor Uddin Khan, a key figure in

the relief efforts so far, and U.S.
Ambassador William Milam
attended the session at the president's office.
Stackpole then flew over the
southern Kutubdia island and nearby areas in a Bangladesh air force
helicopter for an aerial view of the
devastation
He is scheduled to explain his
mission to a dozen government
ministers later in the day.
The first advance Task Force
teams of nearly 200 personnel
arrived in Dhaka on Sunday. They
are to be joined by 7,000 troops,
some of whom were en route home
from the Persian Gulf when they
Were diverted to Bangladesh.

Soviet foreign minister returns to Syria
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) Soviet Foreign Minister Alexander
A. Bessmertnykh returned to Syria
today to try to salvage the faltering
U.S.-led Middle East peace
process.
He was expected to hold talks
with President Hefei Assad and
then head to Geneva for a meeting
with Palestine Liberation Organization chairman Yasser Arafat.

Bessmertnykh arrived from
Saudi Arabia as Secretary 6f State
James A. Baker III was landing in
Amman, Jordan, for talks on a
proposed Middle East peace
conference.
The Soviet foreign minister was
in Syria on Wednesday, at the start
of a tour of the area in support of
the U.S. peace initiative. He
decided to return to Damascus after

a meeting in Cairo on Monday with
Baker, who asked for help in seeking an Arab-Israeli peace formula.
In the Syrian capital today, Bessmertnykh said: "I returned to
Damascus in. order to have the
opportunity to exchange opinions
about the talks I conducted during
my Middle East tour, because Syria
has an important, key role in the
Arab-Israeli

In that incident, British soldiers
monitoring one of Saddam's
palaces said they wets fired on by
Iraqi soldiers and fired back. The
allies have allowed the Iraqi soldiers to guard the complex.
Adams — speaking from allied
headquarters at Incirlik Air Base,
southern Turkey — said an Iraqi
official said the incident was an
isolated one and promised it would
not be repeated.

Late Monday, another U.S. military spokesman, Air Force Li Col.
Philip Crowley, said the Iraqis had
told the allies that two of their soldiers who shot at a Royal Marines
patrol were hit by the return fire.
An official Iraqi statement
released in Baghdad on Monday
night had denied any exchange of
fire at all or any casualties, and
Adams said that was still the official Iraqi position today.

Furches, Elias discuss shelter house
for homeless at Need Line meeting
By JO BURKEEN
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Calloway County District Judge Leslie Furches and City Planner
Don Elias discussed the need for a shelter house for homeless and
transients at a meeting of Board of Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Church and Cooperative Ministry, Inc., held Monday at
Pagliai's.
Furches said "there is a need for this type of facility in the city as
there are homeless persons in Calloway County. This would be a
house with a manager in residence to oversee the facility with a
special local board to be in charge."
Elias discussed the possibility of getting grants for the facility.
This type of shelter is operated by Paducah Cooperative Ministry in
Paducah for the homeless.
A further study will be made of this need for a shelter house and
further plans announced later.
Dick Hoffman. Need Line board president, presided at the Monday meeting during which the board voted to make application to
affiliate with the United Way. An application must be made by June
1 with the United Way to be included in the following year for
funds to be allotted.
Board members will assist with collecting parking fees at the
Annual Arts and Crafts Show to be held May 25 and 26 at Fenton
area, just across Eggner's Ferry Bridge orcklighway 68. This is
sponsored annually by Xi Alpha Phi Chaptel of Beta Sigma Phi
with the cooperation of Tennessee Valley Authority. Funds collected for the parking fee go to Need Lint.
The Need Line Board will meet Monday, Jun., 3, at 7 p.m. at
Weaks Community Center instead of on the second Monday. Meetings are open to the public.
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April brought slight bloom-to consumer
nomists believe the Fed will be content to hold policy unchanged for the
time being, given the fact that the central bank made a major credit easing
move just two weeks ago.
Thit approach is not likely to please the Bush idmiitisration whose
WASHINGTON -Consumer prices-edged Up- a modest 0.2 percent in
•
officials, anxious to end the recession well before the stn of the 1992
April as the recession continued to hold down inflationary- pressures, the
presidential year, have been applying pressure to the central bank to tower
government said today.
interest rates to stimulate sluggish consumer demand.
The small increase in the Labor Department's Consumer Price Index
The administration argues that the benign inflation report's, partly a
came as further declines in the energy sector helped to offset a sharp
result of weak demand during a recession, give the Fed room to be more
spike in food costs.
aggressive in cutting interest rates,
The 0.2 percent April increase, which was right in line with ,expecta_ ,
For April, there were a number of cross currents in the price report.
tions, followed a rare 0.1 'percent decline in March, the first time prices
Energy prices dropped by 0.7 percent in April. less than one-third of
actually had dropped in five , years.
the 2.6 percent decrease in the previous month.
So far in 1991, inflation at the consumer level has been rising at an
While home heating oil and natural gas pri&s'cotinued to fall sharply,
annual rate of just 2.5 percent, far below the 6.1 percent gain in 1990.
the cost of gasoline at the pimp rose by 0.2 percent last month, the first
The Bush administration is counting on the good inflation news to give
monthly gain in gasoline since last So% ember.
the Federal Reserve room to cut interest rates further to get the country
In addition to the recession, much ot this year's good inflation news
out of its first recession in eight years.
The continuing _economic. Weakness was illustrated today in another -. has come. from a sharp retreat in energy costs following last year's big
spike after Iraq's invasion of Kuwait sent world crude prices surging.
report which showed that retail sales fell 0.1 percent in April. Analysts
FOod prices last Month-fumped--by-0:7 percent,-their -biggescincrease
said the -decline, which lotinw'&a 0.:•i-percent_ March .gain,!emphasized
since January of 1990. Nearly 95 percent of the increase was attributed to
• the fact that the hoped-for rebound in consumer spending following the
Persian Gulf War has yet to materialize. a jump in fresh fruit and vegetable prices. Vegetable prices wert up 15
Federal Reserve policymakers convened for a key strategy session
percent with the increase blamed on adverse weather and insect
today at which the latest- reports on inflation and the state of the economy
infestations.
were certain to be the prime topics of conversation.
- Prices of oranges continued to climb, rising by 4.2 percent last month
Despite pressure from the administration- to cut;rates further, mans' ecoand 64.2 percent since the first of the year. But banana prices dropped 9.7
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
AP Economics Vilmer

f

percent, reversing part of an 18.6 percent March increase.
Other major changes last month included a 6.2 percent drop in airline
fares. After registering big gains earlier in the year, clothing costs and the
price of hotel rooms both fell for the second straight month.
The various changes left the Consumer Price Index, before adjusting for
seasonal variations, at 135.2 in April, compared to 128.9 a year ago. That
means that a marketbasket of.goods that cost $100 in the 1982-84 base
period would have cost $128.90 a year ago and $135.20 last month.
Many analysts laid despite the administration pressure and the good
news on inflation. today's Fed 'meeting will not result in any immediate
credit easing moves although they said such an action could come in June.
"Every month that shows lower inflation makes it easier for the Fed to
do a little more to reduce interest rates," said Allen Sinai, chief economist of the Boston Co.
However, Sinai and other analysts said they did not expect any immediate easing move on the part of the Fed, in part because the central bank
just two weeks ago cut rates by a significant amount. It reduced its discount rate to member banks to 5.5 percent, its lowest'level since 1987;
and trimmed the federal funds rate, the interest banks charge each other,
to 5.75 percent.
"I don't think the Fed will be in the mood to ease again so quickly
after last month's action," said David Wyss, senior economist at DRIMcGraw Hill in Lexington, Mass.
Analysts said the most likely window for another round of rate cuts
would ockur following the release on Jpne 7 of the unemployment report
for May.
•
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Bush goesfor Gates...

By The Associated Press
(Coal'd from page 1)
Gates was deputy director of
Gates' work at the. NSC over the
intelligence at the CIA at the time
a 39-year-old Marxist, by a slender 751
past two and a-half years - a key of the Iran-Contra affair and was ETHIOPIA
votes out of 63,000 votes cast.. 'It is
WASHINGTON, D.0 - Ethiopia, faced
period for Gates given the opposi- named to the number 2 job at the with a rapidly deteriorating food situation, inappropriate for Me to continua in govis appealing for emergency shipments ernment on political and moral grounds."
tion to his 1987- ndmination.
agency in 1986.
said after submitting his resignation to
He was Reagan's initial choice from donor countries to spare an esti- he
"He's a -good man and I'm
the royal palace "I accept the verdict of
mated 7 3 million people suffering from
proud to send his name" to the to replace William Casey, who res- drought and civil war The head of the the people," the genial, silver-haired poliC11.111MERClki.itt:S I DE NTIAI,
Senate, Bush said. Bush said he igned'becauso of a brain tumor; as -Ethiopian Relief and Rehabilitation-Com- tician told reporters at his residence He
mission, Yilma Kassaye, said Monday also said he would quit as head of the
was ..optimistic_about chance for - director of Central Intelligence. His That
-Sem iceAL4..STE .of -the Lakes
his country needs 11 million tons of centrist Nepali Congress Party King
confirmation, saying he was -very name was withdrawn because of food this year, a sharp increase
over pre- Birendra accepted Bhattarai's resignation
- 759-1707 very pleased" with the responses questions about *his knOviledge of vious estimates Kassaye said in a tele- but asked the veteran leader to remain
as caretaker prime minister until a new
he received from members of the the Iran-Contra affair and his role phone interview from Addis Ababa that government
is formed, a palace state
needs have increased because of the
Senate :Intelligence Committee in preparing' misleading'congresj the
hundreds of thousands of refugees who ment said
when he sounded them out about sionat testimony for Casey about have gone to Ethiopia from neighboring
Sudan and -Somalia In addition, he said, JAPAN
his choice.
-the- arms-for-hostages deal.
TOKYO - A train packed with tourists
300,000 Ethiopians who had been living
For 1 our Conyenience Noss Otters
in Somalia have returned to their home- going to a pottery festival struck a sec
ond
passenger train head-on .in western
land Somalis and Ethiopians have been
fleeing Somalia because of civil strife Japan today, and police said at least 32
people were killed and 405 injured The
(Coal'd from page I)
the brain, increases tonuaunication there and the collapse of the economy
Some Sudanese have relocated in collision, Japan's worst rail accident in
skills,
literacy
bakic
enhance
skills,
Asssembly.
Friday
Ethiopia because the food cnsis in the nearly 20 years, occurred on a 10-mile
single-track line called the Shigaraki
• Goals- established by The Arts enable students'to acquire aesthetic Sudan is even greater than in Ethiopia
Highlands Railway in -Shiga prelecture
Ship 11 ceklv & Sae mone:i
and The - Kentucky -Etticatiory judgment. Knowledge of the arts
near the ancient city of Kyoto. Television
SOUTH
KOREA
-open
Reform Act-1990. regard -it own- also develop---self-esteem,
51.1
ni-Snm Sit, 9 J.m.- 7 p.m. sun 1-5 p.m.
footage showed one train jackknifed in
SEOUL - Riot police wielding truncoung minds to understanding heons and firing tear gat today halted the air and rescuers using power saws
_hal that students acquire a "suffiIIs ri.11 •
ot.i,rnpit plata
other cultures, provides pleasurable two funeral processions by tens of thou- -and ropes to remove survivors trapped in
cient grounding in the arts to
sands of people mourning a student mangled seats in the twisted cars
outlet increasing attendance and beaten
enable each student to appreciate
to death by police Thousands of
curtailing dropout rate.
his or her ctiftural and -historical
protesters responded with metal clubs, BOLIVLA.
AISQ through studying the arts, firebombs and rocks, taunting police with LA PAZ - One of the country's major
heritage."
of "Murderers," and "Down with cocaine smugglers slipped out of prison
are opened_ to numerous shouts
doors
En a case statement for art educaRoh Tae-woo " Fierce fighting continued on Monday and the warden and police career ,opportunities, improve stu- into the night, and firebombs and tear were accused of complicity in his escape,
tion in the state, evolving from
:research by -John NIcLaughlin, dent performance in other subjects, gas tracers lit the dark sky. Protesters Bolivian and U S officials said U S
Ambassador Robert Gelbard was furious
as-well as-in -serving sthdentrIvith burned four armored police vans used to over
atiarand-edieation"con-the escape of Carmelo "Meco"
launch
tear
gas.
Since
Kang
Kyung-dae's
learning- disabilites, studies have death April 26,-violent protests have Dominguez. 34 He called the episode a
sultant, who documented reasons
become almost a daily ritual, with stu- 'blatant act of corruption involving one of
shown -as--illustrated-in-Buildingnecessitating -the-importance Of arts
dents, dissidents and workers calling for the most important drug traffickers in
C3SC For Arts Education.
in education.
the ouster of President Roh's govern- Latin America . We look to the govern.:"This---hook is a- documented -"It can-instill an excitement into ment. Four protesters have died after ment of Bolivia to take appropriate
proof of the benefits of the arts children as far as arts are con- setting themselves on fire. At least actions to recapture Dominguez, to prothose responsible for this act, and
incorporated into general educa- cerned before they develop precon- 75,000 protesters took part in today's secute
demonstrations in Seoul. News reports to establish measures of accountability
tion, Balzer said.
ceived notions,about the arts," Bal- said 20,000 people staged memorial so that these types of actions do not
• Increase students' creativity in zer said, "for example, if PTO's marches in the port city of Pusan, 25,000 occur in the future," Gelbard told the AP
thinking and problem-solving abili- would make implementing arts a marched in Chonju, and 40,000 students COLOMBIA
rallied at colleges and universities outty, develops both hemispheres of project, or if the chambers of com- side
the capital No violence was BOGOTA - Nine policemen and soldiers
merce would have a presentation, reported in those cities. The fiercest died Monday while trying to deactivate a
bomb that leftist guerrillas left after
the arts could have a running start. fighting in Seoul took place today after attacking
a small northeastern town, the
police
barred
50,000
demonstrators
from
would
offer
A regional network,
marching along an eight-lane boulevard army said. The device was discovered
Here Are Just Two Ways We're Working
lots Of support."
leading to City Hall. The confrontation near San Pablo, where rebels and govtroops battled each other last
To Make You Very Satisfied!
- What-Balzer said -she- is -hoping occurred- just after mourners staged a ernment
week Security forces brought the bomb
traditional
Korean
dance
in
an
intersecthe
SouthMarch
at
present
in
to
back to their post and tried to deactivate
tion to memorialize Kang
by T. Dwane Tucker
it when it exploded, according to a stateeast Dance and Theatre Conference
ment from the army's Fifth Brigade
in - Orlando, because many states SOUTH AFRICA
JOHANNESBURG - A judge today senare !poking at Kentucky fOn what tenced
CANADA
Winnie Mandela, wife of African
W NC sit /IwofallaR.P
the,statOis doing •stiith.the. Kentuck- National Congress leader Nelson Mande- TORONTO.- The Conservative govern,
," r
sock!
merit of Prime Minister Brian 'Mulroney
y Education Reform Act (KERA) la, to six years in jail after finding her opened
Glen Richerson
a new session of Parliament on
guilty of kidnapping and being an accesand the arts aspect of KERA.
sory to assault. Justice M.S. Stegmann, Monday by urging French- and EnglishCable Repair
"In looking at our local school who convicted Mrs Mandela in a sca- speaking citizens to seek unity, saying
their prosperity depends on it. "We must
Technician
systems - at- Murray-and' Calloway-- thing seven-hour judgment Monday, safeguard
the rights of all Canadians,"
Here are Monday's winning
County, our students are receiving rejected defense appeals for a sus- the government said in a 40-minute
pended sentence The sentencing ended
!Ambers selected by the Keneducation,"
an excellent academic
a three-month trial that could have politi- speech read to members of the Senate
tucky Lottery: Pick 3: 1-2-7
digniShe said, "however, the inclusion cal repercussions in South Africa, where and House of Commons and other
taries in Ottawa by Governor General
(one, two, seven)
of the,arts in the curriculum has the the ANC and the government are negoRay Hnatyshyn. "Some reforms can be
hating on the future of the country and its
Glen Richerson is just,one member of our Calloway County
potential to provide „nur students apartheid policies.
through legislation or policy.
Two co-defendents achieved
Others require changes in our attitudes,
team working every day to p`rOs•ide S'ou excellent service.
with an encompaSsing education." were also convicted in the case Stegand
still
others
require changes to our
As a South Central Bell cable repair technician, Glen's job is
She said the implementation of mann sentenced Mrs Mandela to five
constitution," he said in the annual stateyears
in
jail
for
the
four
counts
of
kidnapthe arts through KERA "is our ping and one year in lad for being
of-the-union message, known as the
to repair our outside facilities - froni underground to aerial
an
throne speech The long struggle by
chance to disprove the stigma Ken- accessory after the fact to assault The
cables. A native .of Calloway County, Glen ha-:'been with -the
Canada's French-speaking minority for
tucky has held concerning quality sentences are to run consecutively The
company 34 years. He worked in Murray since•I967 Glen and
special powers in Quebec has intensified
Shell
judge
sentenced
co-defendant Xoliswa
of education:.
in the past year The provincial governhis wife, Linda, have six children. When not on the job, Glen
,Falati to six years in jail - four years for
ment is preparing legislation that will call
likes to fish.
kidnapping and two years for assault. He
for a referendum on sovereignty by
also rejected defense pleas for a susA great deal of change has taken pla luring Glen's years,
October 1992 On the other side, many
- i
pended sentence for Ms. Fatali A third
with South Central Bell. But one thing L.1s. remained constant
thru
English Canadians are led up with what
,defendant, John Morgan, received a onethey feel are incessant demands for speMay
31
P Ci lit ft
-our commitment to customer service. We want you to be very
year suspended sentence for kidnapping
e..,
a
cial constitutional privileges by Quebeck‘1 -1S_A
State Prosecutor Jan Swanepoel earlier
'satisfied with the service were providing you. SO pleased with
ers About three-quarters of Canada's
today had recommended that all 'three
26 5 million people are English speakers.
-South Central. Bell-that you.wouldn't think of doing business
All in Stock Vinyl -Flooring, Residential & '
defendants be jailed South franca has a
Constitutional reform is a major topic of
with anyone else. In other words. we'renot satisfied until you,
sq.
yd.
$1.00
off
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policy
of
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Commercial
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the issue_
20% off
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al's absolute monarchy resigned today poet Jack Mapanie, who had been
Stibscribe to Custom Calling Services
after
losing his seat in the country's first detained without trial for 34 years,
Save
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and
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30
Before
multiparty election in three decades
Amnesty International said Monday. The
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services.
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important calls.
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Three-Way Calling lets you talk to two different people in
priced or Sale priced in-stock major appliance
-tigio:differefitiocations, at the sarrie time,
including refrigerators, washers, dryers, stoves,
Speed Calling 8 lets you preset up to eight phone numb7r
televisions, VCR's and more!
you can dial only one digit to call.

SerViCeMASTER®
Carpet & Furniture
Specialists -

Rov's Discount Pharmacy

KERA spurs chartge•••

UPS Pick-Up

"

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

i9cJIY wiggly

10E SMITH CARPET

These services are-affordable - only $2.75 a month for
residence, $3.75 for business. And you'll save $1 on each
additional service.
To order,orfor m‘ ore information,calL557-6400,before
June 30!
Limit One Bill Per
Appliance - Offer Ends
May 31, 1991

South Central Bell
BELL
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Two MSU students receive
Civitan scholarship for fall
Two students at Murray State University have been selected to receive
the Civitan-MSU Scholarship for the
Fall semester of 1991. The recipients
arc Bonnie G. Horn and Janet M.
Lawrence. Both students are members
of the Student Council for Exceptional Children (S.C.E.C.) and arc
working toward certification to teach
handicapped students:
The Murray Civitan Club has given
thirty such scholarships to MSU spe- _
cial education majors since 1977. The
funds for the scholarships come from
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the Civitan Candy Boxes loCated in
about twenty different businesses in
Murray. "The boxes offer mints and
the opportunity to deposit money to
support work done by Murray Civitans with mentally and physically
handicapped persons," explains Rowena Emerson, President of Murray
Civitan Club.
The Murray Civitans-will meet on
Thursday evening, May 16 to initiate
four new members into the Murray
Civitan Club,
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James. H. Frank was presented
the Dr. Herman S. Bush award at
the annual meeting of the Kentucky
Association for School Health in
Leiington April! 12, 1991.
The award is named in honor of
Bush, former chairman of the
department of health education at
Eastern Kentucky University. Bush
founded the Kentucky Association
for School Health and served as its
first president.
He is a past president of the
national American School Health
Association and served as the journal editor for that organization for
several years.
The award, which is not presented each year, is for "outstanding!contributions to school health

in Kentucky," and 'represents the
highest honor from the association.
Frank was the recipient of the
organization's School Health Educator of the Year award in 1986
and served as its president the following year.
Frank is currently in his 27th
year as a member of the HPER
faculty at Murray State and will
retire June 30, 1991 with 41 years
in the teaching profession.
Currently, Frank is serving as
president of the Kentucky Association for Health, Physical Education,
Recreation and Dance and will
complete that term during the
annual conference scheduled for
Paducah's Executive Inn in
November this year.

1990: record-breaking
year for tourism money
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson announced today that total tourism
spending in Kentucky soared to
nearly $5 billion in 1990. Travel
expendituresjumped by a record $662
million in 1990.
reaching $4.97 billion last year,
the -states third-largest industry experienced its ninth straight year of
growth. according to data compiled
by the University of Kentucky on
behalf of the gate Department of
Travel Development.
"This new .study underscored -the
progress that we've made in the past
three years in developing tourism in
Kentucky," Wilkinson said. "I'm confident we've built a solid foundation
for the-continual growth and travel in
the coming years."
Tourism spending generated S347
million in state and local tax revenues,
the study concluded. This compares
with S321 million in 1989. The study
also showed that 126,000 jobs. were
supported by tourism spending last

12 counties set
to attend Poore
rally on May 20
ARANKFORT, Ky - Democratic

year, an increase of 8,060 jobs- over
1989.
Tourism Secretary Ron Gentry expressed confidence that tourism's
gains in recent years will be maintained in the foreseeable future. He
pointed to a major increase in the
state's travel advertising campaign
and the administration's unprecedented investment in state park facilities as reasons for his optimism about
tourism's future.
In the Western Lakes Region, direct tourism expenditures totaled
S247.3 million, an increase of,$38.6
million between 1989 and 1990. This
represents a 12.4 percent increase in
direct tourism spending during 1990,
when adjusted for inflation. An estimated 7,500 jobs were supported by
travel spending in the region last year.
The results of the study were
announced during a series of press
conferences celebrating Tourism
Week in Kentucky. The observance
corresponds with Natibnal Tourism
Week, May 5-11.
Calloway's Expenditures (1989)
10,833,845, Expenditures (1990)
12,858,514, and Employment (1990)
377.

The Louisville Youth Orchestra
will perform an outdoor concert at
Murray State University Monday,
June 10, at 6:30 p.m. on the Lovett
Auditorium lawn.
Free and open to the 'public, the
performance will be hosted by the
Murray State department of music.
The audience is invited to bring lawn
chairs or blankets for Comfortable
seating. In the event of inclement
weather, the concert will be nioved
inside Lovett Auditorium.
Founded in 1958, the Louisville,Youth Orchestra provides a unique
performance experience for young
people ages 8 to 21. A total of 211
members participate in the concert
orch,sva, repertory orchestra, symphony orchestra and jazz ensemble.
The performance at Murray State will
be by the symphony orchestra, which
will be touring West Kentucky.
In its 33-year history, the Louisville Youth Orchestra has known only

two music directors, Rubin Sher, and
since 1975, Daniel Spurlock. They
have successfully led the orchestra
through hundreds community concerts and on tours through Kentucky,
to Chicago-, Pittsburgh,' Nashville,
Buffalo and the International Festival
of Youth Orchestra in Lausanne,
Switzerland.
"We are excited about the opportunity to host this outstanding youth
orchestra and believe their concert
will be a nice addition to the other
community offerings-this summer,"
said Dr. Larry Mallett, chairman of
the Murray State department of
music.
Mallen noted that the Murray State
Summer Community Band will present a concert June 11, also on the
lawn outside Lovett. The band will be
joined by the Choral Union for a
special performance at Murray's Freedom Fest on July 4th.

Woodmen of the World National Trustee James L. Harmon (left) is
shown presenting retiring Jurisdictional Treasurer Tom Scruggs with
a replica of an original Woodmen of the World insurance policy as a
token of appreciation for his service to the Kentucky Jurisdiction.

GARLAND'S
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
Phone 753-8823
FREE ESTIMATES

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

.Over 15 yrs Experer:ce"
,
•Intenor & Extenor

1-800-432-9346
005A5 RESOURCES
KENTUCK Y CABINET FOR

Don't Diet
-..
Weightloss Center
Call 759-9999

.-DEAR ABBY:Recently you ran a
letterfrom"Helen in K.C"that raised
the issue Of whether or not to include
AIDS as the cause of' death in an
obituary.One statementin that letter
concerned me deeply, so I hope you
will print this in order to correct the
misinformation.
The sentence:"Due to ignorance,
many people think AIDS is a venereal disease — which it is not."
Abby, I am the manager of the
AIDS Education Project at California State University, Sacramento.
Please advise your readers that AIDS
is a sexually transmitted disease(the
term "venereal disease" was phased
out several years ago).
AIDS can be transmitted through
an infected person by one of three
ways: 1) sex (without protection ),
including penis to vagina, penis to
mouth, penis to rectum, mouth to
vagina, mouth to rectum,or sharing
sex toys; 2) direct blood-to-blood
contact, including sharing hypodermic needles, tattoo equipment, sex
toys or razor blades; 3) infected
mothers may pass the virus to their
unborn babies during pregnancy,
delivery or through breast feeding.
People who believe that AIDS
cannot be transmitted through sex
are operating without clear and accurate information, AIDS is a nondiscriminatory, equal-opportunity
sexually transmitted disease.
SUSAN FELDMAN,
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
SACRAMENTO
DEAR MS. FELDMAN: The
sentence that concerns you
concerns me even more because
a crucial word wasinadvertently
omitted. The sentence,"Due to
ignorance, many people think
AIDS is a venereal disease —

which it is not,"should have read:
"Due to ignorance, many people
think AIDS is exclusively a
sexually transmitted disease—
which it is not."

DEAR ABBY: We are 28 thirdgraders at Sumter Christian School
in Sumter, S.C. Sometimes Mrs.
Tomlinson reads the class stuff out
of your column. You said a lady
wanted to name her baby after you
but her husband wouldn't let her.
We think Abby is a beautiful
name. We have 50 eggs in an incubator in our classroom. They will
hatch out to be cute little babychicks
on May 10 and we will name one of
our baby chicks Abby after you if
that is OK with you.Could you please
send us your picture that you have
signed? We will put it on the wall
next to the one Mrs. Bush sent us.
Write soon, as we are out of school
May- 31. Thank you and goodbye.
Sign this ...
MRS_ TOMLINSON'S
THIRD-GRADERS
DEAR THIRD-GRADERS
AND MRS.TOMLINSON:I would
be honored to have one of your
baby chicks named after me.My
picture (signed) is on its way.

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whttnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

What teen-agers need to know about
sex. drugs, AIDS, and getting along with
their peers and parents is now in Abby's
updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
Teen Should Know."To order,send a long,
business-size, self.addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.95($4.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
(Postage is included.)

candidate for governor, Dr. Floyd G.
Poore, his family and numerous supporters will gather for a free rally
Monday, May 20 from 6-8 p.m. CDT
at the Kentucky Dam Village Lakeside Pavilion in Gilbertsville.
The event, with free food and
entertairunent, promises to be fun for
the entire family. Everyone from
Ballard, Caldwell, Callow* Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, Marshall and
McCracken counties is invited to join
,
Dr. Poore and his family.
Dr. Poore is the only Democratic
candidate for governor who wants to
reduce taxes, and his tax program will
provide an annual savings of S135
million for Kentucky taxpayers.
"I will be the governor to put
money back into your pockets instead
of always taking it out," said Dr.
Poore,
:adding that "we have all
?Tied taliveon less and now ifsthc
government's turn to live on less too."
Dr.-Poore is also a strong advocate
of providing 'affordable health care
cost to all Kentuckians.

Quality Bedding
at
Affordable Prices
Twin
$4995
Ca Pc is Sel•

Full

$6995
Ca Pc In Set•

For more information
telephone 762-2187 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 Monday through -Friday.
Murray State University is an
equal edification and employment institution.
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PERSPECTIVE
LBL may find its true
identity in environment

Vacation diary includes classic avoidance
long illness — working for a livDay 01: We've rented a beach
ing. All day I move between beach
house from a catalog, and now
and house, managing to find a
we're having second thoughts...As
.
_comfortable_Jeclining_ _position_
wc
wherever I go. Nearly finish "Towhoping that it lives up to the promard More Picturesque Speech" in
ise of its glossy picture in the
Reader's' Digest, but decide I don't
booklet. It does that and more. We
want to push myself too much. My
stand in the living room to ooh and
husband and I discuss the possibiliahh over the view of the ocean
ty of doing the vocabulary quiz
spilling out beneath the spectacular
together but that might be a tad too
front porch. Everything appears
perfect. Kitchen fully stocked with then there is a shiny plastic pack- much exertion for us at this point.
-appliances; inensils;--everru set- of age of• Mine-thing' Wed'-Bingos." I've lost my shoes.
Day n4: I think I've worn the
sharp knives. There is a drawej full They are, coils of sugar and, pecans
-of'gams and cards We've hthught that are sweet enough to make- your - - same shorts- and shirt for -the-pastout own essentials, including bags teeth hurt. I stick with the itsy bitsy four days, but it doesn't seem to
full of books to read. I'm deter- sugar doughnuts. After all, a bag of matter. As I drive through thiS
mined that this will be the vacation those couldn't possibly be as fat- small beach community. I wonder
during • which I finally get through tening as even one of, the nut about geuing a waitressing job at
Henry James' The Golden Bowl — pastries. After breakfast I drag my one of the,restaurants. Wouldn't it
all 979 pages of it. I tuck my low chair to the beach and fall asleep be great to live at ,the beach year
-calorie drink uuoaspccial place in with The Golden Bowl opened face round? It's a terrific atmosphere
the corner of a kitchen cabinet. I'm down on my chest. Spend the rest for writing, if only I could stay
going to stick to my diet no matter of the day napping, sampling the awake long enough. Day *5: Have managed to finish
what.
surf, and re-reading opening paraDay 02: My brother-in-law is the graph of the Henry James book. two books so far, but keep getting
first up this morning, so he goes to
Day #3:tve switched from Hen- stuck on first paragraph of The
the store to bring home the break- ry James to-lb old issue of Read- Golden Bowl. Find an issue of
Woman's Day from 1989 in one of
fast. No _bacon. Just juice, cereal, ets' DigeSithat-I found in the linen
milk, and two kinds of doughnuts. closet. Read "Humor in Uniform" the kitchen drawers. My attention
There are those tiny white ones that and find myself drifting into a nap. span for reading lasts through one
are hardly any calories at all, and I feel like I am recuperating from a recipe. I am mesmerized by a

GUEST EDITORIAL
Ports Post Intollieoneor

Land Between the Lakes has spent 25 years figuring out
just what it wants to be when it grows up. Playground?
Schoolhouse? Laboratory? Preserve?
Its owner and Operator Tennessee Valley Authority, has
'of late been using the tag "national recreation area." That
suggest (unfairly) and image of motor homes, fishing
boats and deer hunters Cavorting across 170,000 acres of
woods and waters at taxpayers' expense.
Earlier, TVA had used jawbreaker- descriptions like
"multiple purpose demonstration in resource develop-.
ment," which suggests (also unfairly) that the agency
didn't know exactly what LBL was supposed to be, either.
The truth is that LBL has been many things to many
people and that it fills a variety Of roles. It is an education
center,. both for school groups and individuals who come
to learn about how closely our lives are entertwined with
the often-mysterious wonders of nature around us.
It is a_testing center for finding the best ways of using a
large -chunk of essentially natural real estate for the -best
good for the most people. _
It is a wildlife preserve — yet one with hunting seasons
for abundant game species. It is a natural area -- yet one
which conducts timbering operations-on carefully selected
portions. In short, it's one of a kind.
That's a split personality, and an all-purpose place is
always in danger of being considered nothing really special. Two recent developments-indicate that LBL may be
about to find its true identity as an enviro-nmental
laboratory.
On Thursday, as TVA's board of directors met there.
came an announcement that pasi..-ef-tBL has beep identifiezrhy-thetinited Narion-s--as- one of the-50- most poi tint
tracts in the nation .from an environmental standpoint.
The U.N. Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)formally approved a 1.10)0 acre tract as a
biosphere reserve. That means this tract is essentially.
undisturbed from its natural condition,and should be kept
that way as a benchrnark for evaluating changes in therest
of the region..
Selection as a biosphere reserve also indicates the. tract
is capable of sustaining itself in a natural condition if
human beings don't mess with it too much and that it con-tains a significant variety of plants and animals which
typify the surrounding regions — or what the region
would be if people hadn't_ come in with highways and beer
cans and paper mills and power plants
_ in short,_ _ if civili -_
ti
hadtarived.
no -r
The rest of LBL's 170,000 acres will be a buffer zone,
essentially similar in nature but open to limited use for
farming, logging and other human pursuits as a way of
"testing how humanity affects nature.
The other development, still -in the m-aking
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Today is Tuesday, May 14, the 134th day of 1991. There are 231 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 14, 1948, the independent state Of Israel was proclaimed in Tel
Aviv as British rule in Palestine came to,an end. The United States immediately recognized the new Jewish state.
On this date:
In 1787, delegates began gathering in Philadelphia for a convention to
draw up the U.S. Constitution. In 1796, English physician Edward Jenner administered the first:vaccination against smallpox to an eight-year-old boy.
In 1804, the Lewis and Clark expedition to explore the Louisiana Ter!
ritory left Si Louis.
In1904, the first Olympic games to be held in the United States opened
in St. Louis.
In 1988, twenty-seven people. most of them children, were killed when
the church bus they were riding in collided with a pickup truck going the
wrong way on a highway near Carrollton, Ky.
Ten years ago: A Vatican spokesman reported that Pope John Paul Ii
was strong enough to recite prayers and bless his doctors and nurses a day
after being shot in an assassination attempt._
Thought for Today: "We carry our nemesis within us: yesterday's selfadmiration is the legitimate father of today's feeling of guilt." — Dag
Hammarskjold, U.N. Secretary-General (1905-1961).
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The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sunday s, July 4,( mynas
Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers In. , 1001 9. hitnell )r ,
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 4207 1
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In west served by carriers S5 00per month. payable in advaocc
By mail In Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky . and Pat Is,
Buchanan and Puryear, In, 557 00 per yetis By mail to other destinations $64 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone 75J 1916
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Day *7: Find shots, diet drink,
and the jack of clubs that has been
missing all ,week from the deck of
cards. Clean house and pack car for
12-hour trip home. Stop at realtor's
office on way out-of- town. —Next
year we might try two weeks," I
tell her. After all, I need enough
time to finish The Golden Bowl.

1`ZdoAr

Today In History

Wrray Ledger & Times

diet drink I brought with me. Wonder what ever became of it.

a.

tant single installation. The center would have meeting
and housing facilities for exploration of environmental
subjects, set smack .in the middle of a piece Of God's
green earth which shows littfe impact from the hand of
mankind.
Brandon Spring__
TVA!s present_ meeting _facilites
Group Camp toward the south end and the Youth Station
toward the north — are designed for school 'andcollege
groups and have only dormitory-style housing These
places fill an important role, but they aren't likely to
attract the kind of major national and international ecology
studyfests that TVA has in mind asit declares its intention
of becoming the nations' environmental leaders.
It's ,to the advantage of us neighbors that LBL continue
to have a split personality which provides a wide-Variety
of scvices and opportunities. It's probably to the advantage of LBL that one of those personalities take a dominant role. The environment is, well, a natural.

a

Day #6: Rain. All day. Can't
spend tiIriiito
—ther day napping and
not reading The golden Bowl. We
go la the movies to see "Mr. and
Mrs. Bridge" with Paul Newman
and Joanne Woodward. As we discuss how to approach packing in
the morning, f have a fleeting
memory of that week's supply of

_

comvpt of-establishing within LBI.: aolen-vironmental con—
ference center which could become the area's most impor-

—X-

whole calendar full of recipes, an
agenda of meals for an entire
month. Do people actually plan
That far ahead? For lunch, I nibble
on leftover shrimp and turn on TV
for the first time. Reception is terrible. but I think it's Sally Jessy
Raphael interviewing lesbian transsexuals. Maybe we're getting transmissions from Mars. These people
have got to be from another planet.
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A heartbeat away
The Democrats think they finally
have an issue, and it is Vice Presi_ dent Dan Quayle. They believe the
President's apparently minor heart
problem will shock .the 'voting
public into demanding that Quayle
be removed from the 1992 ticket. If
the President doesn't choose someone else. Democrats think they.
might be able to use Quayle to win
die White House next year.
Desperate people often have irrational thoughts.
'The Quayle bashing has become
so mean spirited and personal that
one reporter asked White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater
;whether the decision not to give the
President general anesthesia in
order for shock therapy to be administered was out of concern that
Quayle would have become acting
President.
The question was dismissed as
medically 'unethical and journalistically irresponsible, as it should
have been.
Pollsters and political soothsayers, like analyst William Schneider,
say the -public still does not think
Quayle is qualified to be President.
And the press and late-night comedians have skewered Quayle more

thaD any Vice President since Spiro
Agnew, who resigned after pleading nobo contendere to charges of
malfeasance while he was governor
of Maryland.
But Vice President Quayle conBy Cal
tinues to be judged by the 1988
campaign as if nothing had hapThomas
pened to him or the country irt the
last three years, Quayle has done
nothing wrong — and a lot that is
right.
international issues — of course in
President Bush can quickly put
tune with Administration policy,
this issue to rest by allowing Quaybut that would bear his personal
le* to . increase his public profile.
stamp. These could be turned into a
Last week's flawless appearance on
book that would be published in
CNN's "Larry King Live" displayearly 1992 before the re-election
ed Quayle's good humor and grasp
campaign begins.
of every issue that was raised.
Then, Quayle should make
The President's brief brush with
efforts to reach individual memeba health problem offers a good -ers of the press, perhaps having
opportunity for 'him to help the „ them in for private dinners and
Vice President. Bush Should ask answering their, questions and conQuayle to begin representing him cerns with the intelligence, charm
at meetings with world leaders at and disarming humor he possesses.
which the President's attendance is I have attended private functions at
not required. Quayle.could'increase `ttit Quayle home, and they are
his own travel as the President relaxed and convivial affairs that
reduces his, saving Bush's strength_ show the Vice President in a subfor the '92 campaign.
stantively different light.
Quayle should also write and
Some who are, critical of Quaydeliver a. series of speeches outlin- le's youth are really bothered by
ing his views on domestic mad his age. It's his ideology.'He is a
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solid conservative with a core set
of values, and that is what mainly
_
irks his opponents.

What also irks them is their failure to find an issue to bring down
this Administration. The Persian
Gulf War was a triumph and not
the disaster that had been predicted."Air Sununu" didn't fly as a
campaign issue, so now the liberals
are recycling the old Dan Quayle
lines.
The Administration need no longer defend Vice President Quayle.
It should go on the Offensive, burying his critics by allowing the Vice
President to display his positive
qualities and letting him prove that
not only is he doing, as the President has said, an excellent job, but
also that he is capable of serving, as
President. _Ultimately, the continued attacks
on Quayle are really directed at the
judgement of President )3tish. He
has an obligation to his Vice President, to thepubliC ind to hiniself to*
demonstrate that he not only made'
the right decision in 1988 when he
chose Quayle as his running mate,
but that he has made the right decision in keeping him on the ticket in
'92.

Looking back
Forty years ago
M-Sgt. James Stubblefield, son
The Jersey Bull, "Royal Design
Twenty years ago
of Mr. and Mrs. Stanford StubbleSp/4-Tommy Melvin,- son.of-Mr;- - fiektr-has been assigned to- Adjut— -Prinee,7--owned .by—Murray State
and
Mrs. Kenneth Melvin, is servant General's Section of Eighth College Farm, has been named a
purchase
complany planned to.
Superior Sire by American Jersey
United States Army, Korea,
Murray Roses Store, Ideated in ing with United States Army at
Fort Sill, Okla.
John Damall, son of Mr. and Cattle Club.
Central Shopping Center.
Funds are being collected to
Wilford Bickel, Steen Beatty, Mrs. Josiah Darnall, was presented
William B. Heise has been prom..t.o_the rank of captain whik_ Bruce Miller, Kathy_ Thom_pson, with Anon Foundation Award for purchase a resuscitator for use-.,by
e A, ffowar ant To Ann outstanding musical achievement at Murray Rescue Squad.
serving with United Stales Army at
Eight Women recently completed ,
Roberts"ire 1971 Murray-Calloway' annual Spring Orchestra Concert
.. .
Fort Campbell.
Jean Cloar, county home agent County Youth Scholar winners.
by Murray College High School Red Cross Home Nursing Course- 4,- - "Rameses,"
a
play
of
the
story
of
in home economics, and Judy Stab.
* Orchestra. Making the presentation by Calloway County Chapter of 4 /
was James Clopton, vice president ARC, according to Mrs. Joe Pace,
ler, Maxine Scott, Anna Lou Jones, Moses, will be shown this summer
executive secretary. They are Miss
June
I
I
at
Kenlake
State
starting
of Murray Lions Club.
Jessie Key, Murrelk Madrey, PawMr'. and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn Mayme Whitnell, Mrs. Laura Parknee Bedwell and Helen Curd, mem- Park Amphitheatre, according to
have returned from Atlantic City, er, Mrs. Retie Jenkins, Mrs. Modbets of Calloway County Home- Frank Gonzales, producer.
has
been
launched
at
drive
A
makers Association, are attending
N.J., where Mr. Vaughn attended a ena Hacken, Mrs. Noble Fuqua,
Kentucky Homemakers meeting at Murray State University to raise
Knitting Arts Exhibition at Con- Mrs. Mary Frances Stubblefield,
Mrs. Verna Mae Parker and Mrs.
money to finance a scholarship for
"Lexington.
vention Hall.
Births reported include a boy to physicallytandicapped in honorof
•NeW officers of Delta Depart- Mable Rogers.
Sam Kelley has purchased BogMr. and Mrs. R011 Gregory, April Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
ment of Murray Woman's Club are
Produce Company on South
gess
Lucilthe
university.
Georgia
Wear,
of
27; a boy to Mr: and Mrs. David ermeritus
ftubie Smith,
13th Street, Murray.
Thirty years ago
Clark. April 30; a girl to Mr. and— .
le Thunnati and Imurelle
Ten years ago

Mrs. Larry Allen Carpenter, May 5.

A spokesman for Wal-Mart Discount Stores;--Ine-.;--said- that the
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Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and the
Calloway County School District and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
district is determined by the approximate ratio of students
in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools(7534363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

Calloway submits
perfect attendance
list for 9 weeks
The following Calloway County
High School students achieved perfect attendance for the third nineweek period:
Ninth Grade: Elise Anderson,
Travis Anderson, David Armstrong, Joanna Assad, Leah Baust,
Rob Binford, Darren Brandon,
Emeline Brown, Wanda L.
Burgess, Anthony Carroll, Seth
Carson, Lucas Cherry, Clay Cowan, Jason Cummings, Michael
Donato, Jennifer Dowdy, Shannon
Dunn, Trice Dunn, Veronica Dunn,
Alex Dupuis, Heather Gillum,
Michael Haney, Tom Henninger,
Amanda Jackson, Jada Johnson,
Beau Jones, David Lay, April Letterman, Marti McClard, Tim
McGrew, Amy McKee, Sharon
Mueller, Jason Neale, Allison Orr,
David Parrish, Paige Patterson,
Bryan Pierce, Kim Poole, Mitzi
Rickman, Josh Roberts, Alexia
Schempp, Christy Scott, Linda
Slone, Leah Stuart, Chris Thorn,
Clint Todd, Kevin Vandyke,
Bridgett Washer, Steven Watkins
and Kyle Welch.
10th Grade:: Charles Beane,
Doug Bell, Kristol Boswell, Ken
Carmode, Mike Davis, Rodney W.
Dukes, Krysta Emstberger, Misty
Emstberger, Kevin Farris, Adam
Furgerson, Brent Galloway, Trent
Gibson, Jason Greer, Jason Hale,
Michael S. Herndon, Amy Hosford, Heather Hosford, Richard Hutchens, Leona Jarvis, Eric Johnson,
Kristie Kanachki, Shana Lamb,
Trisha Mathis, Tony D. McGrew,
Jeremy McKeel, Tonya McReynolds, Kevin Orr, Michael Patterson, Justin Phillips, Tommy Phillips, Matthew Price, Brian Provine,
Jay Rogers, John A. Sales, Jason
Ticknor, Gaya Trimble, Bonnie
Turner, Buffy Waldrop, Stacey
West, Cory Wilson, Richard Wilson and Wendy Yearry.
11th Grade: Effie Barnes, Ami
Barnett, Heather Bindert, Jason L.
Carson, George A. Cassity, Jason
L. Chapman, Tiffany Cherry,
Daniel L. Duncan, Christopher Gillum, Renee Gray, Laura L. Green,
John S. Hale, Deshawn Joseph,
Christy Lambert, Christopher J.
Mahan, Nicole W. Maxlow, Lori
A. . McDaniel, Billy_ McLaren,
Anthony N. Orr, Angel E. Ospalski, Richard Pond, Rebecca Prescott, Shelly Rudolph, Travis D.
Russell, Deanna Sheppard, Christopher Smee, Timmy Sons, Amy
Waldrop, Christopher Walker, Amy
Wallace, Holly D. Walston, Bradley White, Sarah N. Willie, Sherry
Winfield and Jason M. Wright.
'12th Grade: Nancy Armstrong,
Tony Black, Stephanie Carraway,
Ed Chapman, John E. Cothran, Jeff
Enoch, Mickey Futrell, Bradley S.
Hale, Michelle Hamlin, Jrome
Horn, Laura Lovett, Jason McCoy,
Jamar McNary, Hughron Payne,
Barry Priest, Eddie Rehmus, Willie
P. Roberts, Eric R. Russell, Tim
Sales, Crystal Stallons, Amy Wilkerson and Benjamin Wright.

The kindergarten students at North Calloway Elementary
enjoyed a mid-winter "Beach Party" recently. Tammie
Crouch's kindergarten brught their sunglasses and beach
towels for the event. The "Beach Party' k one of several
activities planned by the North food services staff to
encourage students to participate in North food services
program.
Kandi Hulsey, student teacher, recently helped children
plan and perform the play "Stone Soup." Pictured front
row, from left, are Laura Lee Hoover, Becca Ruppel,
Denise Brown, Angela Rowlett, Alissa Volp, Erika Trenholm,(back row, from left) Mitch Woods, John Kopperud
and Hufsey.
-Dr. David Fitch came to the Southwest kindergarten in
February to speak to Becky Robertson's, Debbie Lampe's
and Janna Hopkin's classes about proper care of your
teeth.

Shirley Wall's third grade students presented a play "Mr.
Hare Takes Mr. Leopard for a Ride" for all kindergarten
classes at East Calloway Elementary. Pictured from left
are Tiffany Lassiter, Kalista Cunningham and Michael
Williams.

Fourth-graders at Carter Elementary wrote to many soldiers in the Persian Gulf and received many letters back.
They had the opportunity to hear about Desert Storm
while it was happening from captain Joyce Taylor. When
the war was over, airman Greg DeBoer, brother of fourth
grader Mike DeBoer, came to visit and shared is experiences. Captain Taylor shared some MRE's with the children who enjoyed them as a tasting party. Both brought a
gas mask and other gifts and mementos he brought from
Saudi Arabia. Pictured above is DeBoer talking to his
brother Mike DeBoer on the left and some of his
classmates.

Joy Waldrop, guidance counselor at Southwest Calloway
Elementary, is using POPS Program (Power .of Positive
Students). This program is designed to build pride and
self-esteem in our students. Pictured from left are Henry
Kobraei, Ashley Bayless, Katie Ashby, LaShanda Scott,
Jessica Nance, Chelsea Franklin, Jeremiah Voyles, Mitchell Windsor, Cortney Cook and Kela Craig.

•r
Calloway County Middle School students Patrick Haney
and Jeremy Jones consult each other on how to get started
dissecting earthworms for science.

Students at Calloway County High School prepare sketches of their favorite places in preparation for writing a
place reminiscence paper in Ruth Ann Futrell's Honors
English I class. Pictured from left are Tom Henninger,
Clay Cowan, Melissa Johnston, Staci Collins and Marie
Cothran.
Robertson kindergarten students visited the ice plant during "i" week and ended their field trip with a stop at the
Dairy Queen to eat ice cream. Pictured front row, from
left, are Ashley Alexander, William Holt, Mark Farmer,
Chris Westphal, Jacqueline Rogers, (back row) Jimmie
Colson, Joshua Walser, Daniel Elliott, Brandon McMullen
and Kimberly McClure.

t
um&
These Calloway County Middle School students -attended
the Nursing Exposition at Paducah on April 18. From left
are Elizabeth Blackford, Doris Key, Brooke Darnell, Tonya Morgan, Molly Nielson, Julie Smotherman, Ashley Gilson and Valerie Puckett.

Learning Channel
to revamp format
NEW YORK (AP) — Cable television's The Learning Channel will
revamp its format and start two
new educational series in October,
the company's new owner said
Monday.
TLC also will air in October the
pilot of a planned series for and by
teachers that Discovery Communications Inc. will co-produce with
the National Education Association, said John S. Hendricks, Discovery chairman.
In July, he added, the "informercials," or program-length commercials that now run on TLC throughout the day, will be restricted
almost exclusively to a 1 a.m.-9
a.m. period. In October, the informercial period will be reduced to
between 3 a.m. and 9 a.m..
Hendricks, who founded cable's
successful Discovery Channel in
1985, said Discovery Communications will be the corporate parent
of the Discovery Channel and The
Learning Channel. Discovery Communications was formerly called
Cable Educational Network, Inc.
The Discovery Channel, based in
Bethesda, Md., specializes in
documentaries about nature, adventure, science and technology. It
now serves nearly 55 million
households, according to Nielsen
estimates.
TLC, based in Rosslyn, Va.,
offers a mix of educational programs, ranging from college-10d
courses to golf and tennis tips. It
serves about 20 million homes,
Hendricks said.

Third grade students at East Calloway Elementary in
Shirley Wall's class used red cabbage to make dye and
then wrote on paper with the dye as part or a study on
how to make things from plants. Pictured from left are
Phillip Ordonia and Jenny Lewis.
Margot McIntosh, Murray city schools food service director, visited the two second-grade classes at Robertson
Elementary to share her doll collection from around the
world. Pictured from left are Mrs. Margot McIntosh and
second grade son, Kent.

••••••••

Susan Thorn of the Calloway County Humane Society is
presented a $50 check from the Calloway County High
School Student Council. Making the presentation is Ginger
Adams at right.

Student of the Week

Bu(KLE — uPf
so you Wo4i71
BE
UP THEiE!

Annie Forrester, an eighth grader at Calloway County
Middle School, has been named Student of the Week by
Century 21 and WSJP-Radio. Forrester, the daughter of
Kent and Marie rorrester of 806 Sha-Wa Court, is a member of the Science Club, Choir, Talent Identification Program participant and likes to read, ride a bike and swim.
Pictured from left are James Hart of Century,21, Forrester and Nancy Furches of WSJP-Radio.

Three Calloway Middle School Band students visited with
North Calloway Elementary fifth graders to demonstrate
their band instrumspts. The fifth grade had been involved
in a study of instrubents. The middle school students were
former students of North. Pictured from left are John
Hughes, Holly Leslie, Lori Carson, Jennifer Anderson,
Dalissa Joseph and Kathy Kobraei.
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Singles Organizational Society/
Chamber of Commercen p.m. Info/
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Altheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./board room of
Murray -Callosvay County Hospital.

•

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly)17 p.M./Southside Manor
Raje A I ocul Room/Info/759-9964.
Carter and _Robettson Elementary Schools/skating party/6
p.m./Circus Skating of Murray.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern StarT7:30
p.m./lodge hall.
Murray ,Lions Club/6:30 p.m.,
Murray Woman's 'Club House.
Group III of CWF of First
Christian Church/7:30 p.m./July
nomc
I
First Baptist Church_ events.
include Mothers' Day Out/9:30
a.m and Exercise Classes/l1:30
a.m. and 6.10 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of Eastern Star 7:30
p.m. Masonic Hall.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m-4o m
-WedlieSday, May 13Murray (hereaters Anonymous
beginners at 5:15 p.m./regu,a7
-meeting at-- 5:10
Curn
mUnity _Cent&

Downs and Dodd wedding June 29
Mr. and Mrs.Johnity. H. Downs
of Rt. 1, Farmington, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Tammy
Lynette' Downs, to Logan Warren
Docid•- IL son of --Mr. and •Mrs.
Logan Dodd of Rt. 2. Buchanan,
Tenn.
The bride-eleCt is the granddaughter of Mrs. Musetta Downs
and the late David Downs of Greer,
S.C., and of Mrs. Lettie Robertson
and the late Noel Robertson_of RL
7, Mayfield.
The groom-elect is the .grandson
of the late Everton and Matre Lee
Dodd of Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
and of the late Wesley and Evelyn
Howard (Thompson) of Rt. 2.
Buchanan, Tenn.
Miss. Downs is a 1989 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
She is employed by Briggs and
Stratton.
Mr. Dodd is a 1984 graduate of
Henry County High School and has
attended David Lipscomb University. and Murray State University. He
is also employed by Briggs and
Stratton.
The wedding- will be Saturday,
June 29, at 7 p.m. at Coldwater
Church of Christ.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All .friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

_

We are pleased to
announce that Elizabeth Urban, brideelect of Randy Wilson,
has selected her bedding and bath accessories from our bridal
regis-t .
and
Elizabeth
Randy will be married
June 8, 1991.

JCPenney
Hills Shopping Center
Murray Kentucky

Chestnut

JO'S DATEBOOK

J.T. LEE, Jeweler
Where your tdeas turn to gold
759-1141
Dixieland Center

The
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in her new location at

301 'University Square.
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Roos to show slides at Fern Terrace
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Dr. David Roos will show slides of his tour of The Holy Land at the monthly social by Church Women United on Wednesday, May 15, at 2:30 p.m. at
Fern Terrace Lodge. This will be instead of the song test held each third
Wednesday at Fern Terrace by CWU.

Singles' meeting Tuesday

Tammy Lynette Downs and
Lan Warren Dqdd II to marry

waste laws:
*The Kentucky -• Literacy
Program:
*Scientifically unsubstantiated
beliefs about certain foods:
and *Time and Money.
Management.
KU-IA is a women's voluntary

organization_whose purpose is to
strengthen individuals, families and
communities through continuing
education. leadership development
and community service.
More than 1,200 members are
expected to attend the meeting at
the Hyatt Regency. Lexington.

Lori .Wynn, daughter of Jimmy
and Sue Wynn oTMUrray, presently residing in 'Brentwood;
was part of the, Vanderbilt University Medical Center faculty which
recently presented "A Quest for
Knowledge Symposium" at Hon-day Inn Crown plaza. Nashville.
Tenn.
The simultaneous seminar was
held to update Radiologic Technologists with contemporary imaging
modalities in CT, NIRI. Pediatrics
and Mammography.
The course was sponsored by the
Department of Radiology and
Radiological Sciences of Vanderbilt University Medical Center
where Ms. Wynn is on staff as a
Mammography Technologist.
Along'with serving as moderator

Taylor baby girl parents Shane and
Jennifer. 209 Maple, Apt 1, Murray,
Wallace baby girt parents, Tony
and Tammy. Rt 1, Box 14E. Sedalia.
Devries baby boy. parents. John
and Jacqueline Mur-Cal Apts C19
Murray
Dismissals

Mrs Sondra Prescott and baby girl
HCR Box 240-F, New Concord. Bobby
K West 1121 Broad Ave , Clawson,
Mich .
Ed M Thurmond, 208 Irvan, Murray
Ms Debra Jo Webb Rt 1, Box 649.
Hardin, Miss Lucille Clark. West View

Side Manor, Murray, Mrs Willie
Smothermon, Rt 5. Box 288, Murray,
Mrs Rose Bryan. 1302 Wells Blvd .
Murray.
Mrs Euple 0 Colson, A-2 Mur-Cal

Apts , Murray. Mrs Mavis 0 Young
Rt I, Box 181, Alm° J B Dover, Box
171, Hazel, Lester Garland, 810
Guthrie, Murray,
Mrs Clessi• McClain. At 1. Palmersville Tenn.: Mack Watkins Rt 1,
Box 288 Puryear Tenn Mrs Mary B
Cross, 1408 Walnut, Benton,
Mrs Eula Mae Garland, C-5 Murray
Manor, Murray, Mrs Ruby M Keel.

Quilt display at Wrather Museum
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Quilts of Western Kentucky are now on display at Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, Murray State University. The collection, sponsored by Quilt Lovers
of Murray, was collected for display by Lou Ann Philpot for the museum.
Museum hours are -10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m., Saturday. Admission is free, but donations will be accepted. The
public is invited to see this special exhibit to be on display through Tuesday,
July 30.
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CCHS Class of 1981 plans reunion
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Calloway County High School Class of 1981 will have a 10-year reunion
on Saturday, July 20. An informal mixer will be at CCHS Cafeteria at 9:30
a.m. A buffet dinner-dance will be at 6 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
registration deadline will be Monday, May 20. For registration information or
questions call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-5500, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
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CCHS Class of 1966 plans reunion
ofill"

Lori Wynn
at the two-day seminar, Ms. Wynn
lectured and conducted a workshop
on "Basic Positioning in
Mammography."

315 Woodlawn, Murray, Miss Terri M
Nelson and baby girl, 107 West 14th
St Benton
Expiration
Aubrey 0 Woods, RI 5, Box 221,
Murray

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital on Saturday. May
11. have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions

Smith baby boy, parents, carol and
David, P 0 Box 1247, Murray.
Henson baby girl, parents. Tammy
and Michael, At 1, Box 257, Hardin,
Stone baby boy, parents, Sherry
and Jason, At 6, Box 16-1. Mayfield.
Greer baby boy. parents, Janet and
Steve P 0 Box 385, Paris, Tenn
Dismissals

Nursing Home, Murray.
Mrs Lillian A Dunn, South Side
Manor, Apt E-1, Murray, Mrs Erma
Lee Wilson. Rt 1. Box 76, Alm°. Miss
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A Pinochle Club is being organized to play each second and fourth Wednesday of the month at 1 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This is for all
pinochle players and those interested in learning how to play the card game.
For more information call Dovie Williams, 753-1438, or 753-0929.

Hospital reports are released
- Three newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
on -Friday. May 10, have been
released as follows:

Don Brock will be speaker at a meeting of The Singles Organizational
Society tonday (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce building. 'Fatal Attraction' will be the subiect of the discussion by
Brock. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all single adults
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Pinochle Club being organized

Wynn appears on program

Orbie Culver. Rt 1. Box 56. Dexter.
Mrs Louise Thompson, Rt 3, Box
346, Murray. Mrs Eleanor D Kodman,
1503 Glendale, Murray,
Arthur Hammock, 320 Forestdale
South Fulton, Tenn Mrs Beulah Pauline Driver, At 1, Puryear. Tenn , Cecil

Murray High School will present its annual student musical, 'Big River,'
based on the Mark Twain novel, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, on
Saturday, May 18, and Monday, May 21, at 8 p.m., and Sunday, May 20, at
2 p.m. at Playhouse in Murray-Calloway County Park. Cast members are
John Dailey, Michael Lovett, Chris Weatherly, Rob Carpenter, Daniel
Cohen, Andy Vaughan, Scott Conklin, Chris Dill, Michael Robinson, Rusty
Thomas, Andrea Rose, Melinda Plunkett, Kelsey Christopher, Damon
Cohoon, Dusty Wilson, Todd Vinson, Christie Walters, Jennifer Fairbanks,
Rachel Greer, Dana Hohman, Alison Ward, Leigh Ann Crier, Katherine Oakley, Erin Friend and Angela Schwartz.

Hospice training scheduled
Spring Hospice Volunteer Training Sessions will be Fridays, May 17 and
24, from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in third floor classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, according to Nancy Rose, hospital hospice director. Citizens wishing to preregister for the classes should call Rose at 762-1389.
The number of participants is limited to 25 on a first come, first served
basis. There is a $15 registration fee which can be paid at the first meeting
to cover the cost of materials.

Walk for Life planned May 18

336. Benton, Geoffrey Stone. D-4
Southside Manor, Murray. Mrs Tammy L Jones, 5051/2 South Eighth St..

Bike-A-Thon planned May 18. . .

(Cont'd on page 7)

WALLPAPER for a PENNY

The St. Jude Children's Research Hospital Wheels for Life Bike-a-thon
will be Saturday. May 18, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Calloway County High
School. Riders are asked to get sponsors to make a donation based on
each mile completed. All riders turning in money will receive a certificate;
those who raise $30 a certificate and special St. Jude t-shirt; those who
raise $75 a barrel tote bag, certificate and t-shirt. Other prizes will be
awarded. For more information call R.P. Hodge, 753-1854, from 9 a.m. to
4:30 pm or 753-7390 after 4:30 p.m.

Katie Morgan Walker born

Buy one roll of selected
In-stock wallpaper —

Mr and Mrs Darrell Wayne Walker of Rt. 3, Box 179, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Katie Morgan, weighing nine pounds four ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Wednesday, April 24, at 9:24 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Th9 mother is the former Cornelia Jackson. They
have one son, Logan, 5 Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Walker and
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Jackson, Almo. Great-grandparents are Mr. and Ms. Low-

GET SECOND ROLL FOR
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306 Main St. 759-4979
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MHS musical May 18-21

301. Murray, Ms Martha Carolyn
Downs, Rt 1. Box 2, Hardin,
Miss Michelle J Stigall. Rt. ID Box

Murray,
Mrs Sharon Rhoads, 503 North
Fifth St Murray, Ronald J Housden,

in
le

Calloway County High School Class of 1966 has planned its 25-yearreunion on Saturday, July 6. A coffee for class members and their families
and faculty members will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County High
School. The dinner and dance will start at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. 'Silver Threads to Golden Memories' will be the theme
of the reunion's festivities. Each class member has been mailed a letter with
instructions for reservations to be made by Friday, May 10. The class had
about 150 members which have all been located except for three who are
William E. Ahart, Jerry Cowen and Ronald Webb. Any one having any information about these three members is asked to contact a member of the
class, according to Jim Kelly, a class member.

Murray Life House Crisis Pregancy Center, 1506 Chesnut St., Murray, will
hold its annual :Walk for Life,' starting at Curris Center, Murray State University, on Saturday. May.48, at 9:30 a.m. A new event, the 'Family Life
Fair,• will follow from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at Cutchin Field, adjacent to Curris
Center. Phil Kilby, director of Life House, urges the public to get sponsors
for the walk and to attend the special fair to follow. For more information call
753-0700.

B Farris, P0 Box 128, Murray,
Mrs Linda B Stom, Rt 1, Box 69.
Aim° Mrs Lou Ellen Stark, Rt 2, Box

•

Open Man.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.

luci

J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of the Confederacy will
meet Wednesday, May 15, at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs. Ed Davis, 1513
Chaucer Dr., Murray Hostess will be Mrs. Kim McFarlen. All members and
interested persons are invited and urges to attend, said Mrs. Davis,
president
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UDC meeting on Wednesday

Tera Todd. 1603 Oakhill Dr , Murray.
Mrs Dorothy Wagoner. K-2 South

Emma Story
invites you to...
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Murray Woman's Club will have its second annual classic yard sale on
Saturday, May 18, starting at 7 a.m. at the club house basement. Persons
may enter from the patio doors in the back of the building. Booths will
feature adult books, records, pictures and games; plants, vases, flower
arrangements, wreaths, Christmas decoration, candles, and candlesticks:
children's toys, books, games, pictures, records and stuffed animals;
children's clothes; adult clothes; costume jewelry, scarfs, purses, hats and
gloves; housewares; curtains, linens, curtain rods, bedspreads, sheets,
towels and pillowcases. Members may bring items for the sale on Thursday, May 16, from 9-11 a.m., 1-3 p.m. and 7-8 p.m. and on Friday, May
17, from 9-11 a.m. and 1-3 p.m. This is another of the fund-raising efforts
to pay toward the bank note for the renovation of the club house.

Newborn admissions

24-11our Program lnjurmanon
502) 753-3314

J.N
UD,
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Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Homemakers attending meeting

Five members of Calloway
,County Homemakers Association
will attend the meeting of KentuckyEitension Homemakers Associauon, May 15-17, in Lexington.
.Senior Citizens' Golf League N:30
They are Vanda Gibson, Calloa.rft/Milier Memorial Golf Course.
way County and Purchase Area
Bereavement Support Group/9:30 president. Judy Stahler and Fausa.m./Hospice Office. third floor. tine Walker, voting delegates, Margaret Taylor and Elain Collins.
Murray-Callow•ay County Hospital
The Purchase Area with Gibson
info/Nancy Rose. director.
in charge will be hostess for the
_Senior citizens . activities/W'eak.s breakfast on. Friday morning... May,
17.
(enter/9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Child care, waste management
and literacy will be among the toprCont'd on page 7)
ics members will address during
the meeting.
"Our objective is to work with
--fan/flies. communities and pubtic
officials to establish educational
and community projects on family,
environmental and global concerns." said Bette Jo Dedic, Extension home economist with the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
"Child care, literacy, waste man.agement and polution are issues
that must be confronted in local
communities, the commonwealth
and the. nation," Dedic added.
State meeting programs will
_include .the: follows: ..
'Talking so children will listen:
*Sexuality education at home;
*Consumer choices to reduce,
re-use and recycle waste:
*Household hazardous waste:
*Ways to comply with state solid
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g efforts
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Wednesday, May 15
Senior citizens' activities/Hazel
Center/10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Wednesday, May 15
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Young At Heart/12 noon.

J.N. Williams Chapter of
UDC/1:30 p.m./home of Mary
Davis.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Chrisi

Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos at 9:30
a.m./Story Hours 10:30 a.m. and
3:30 p.m.

Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer

Jo's 134 .1-ebook...
(Cont'd from page 6)

Henry reunion on Saturday
The Henry Family Reunion will be Saturday, May 18, at Ellis Community
Center, Ellis Drive, Murray. The festivities will begin at 10 a.m. with a potluck meal to be served starting about 11:30 a.m. All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.

-•

Vietnam Veterans reunion planned
racy will
vis, 1513
bers and
. Davis,

The third annual Kentucky Vietnam Veterans reunion will be May 17-19 at
Fountain Plaza, next to the Capital Plaza Hotel, Fankfort. Special activities
have been scheduled throughout the weekend to honor these veterans who
served in the military during the Vietnam-era, 1962-1975. For more information call Cindy Dumas, coordinator, 1-584-2456, work, or 1-454-4981, home.
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Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group at Murray Country Club will play Thursday, May 16, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The lineup is as follows: Court I Frances Hulse, Martha Lawrence, Shirley Homra and Jeannette Williams;
Court II - Martha Andrus, Nancy Whitmer, Rainey Apperson and Peggy Billington; Court Ill - Alice Rouse, Lois Keller, Judy Mestere and Marion
Possey.

YOUR HOROSC
OPE
by Jeane Dixon
WEDNESDAY, MAY 15, 1991
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE role in your business success. Take
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: part in a community campaign or
Adopting a thrifty, practical approach fund-raising drive. .
now will ensure that the coming
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be
months are highly successful. Steer alert to new business opportunities.
clear of casual romantic encounters . Investigate scholarship prospects for
this summer. Someone who shares a teen-ager. An easygoing approach
your high ideals and devotion to works fine with someone who is
family life suits you best as a mate. conservative. Be an ambassador of
An older person plays a major role in good will at the office.
business this coming October. The
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Refinancial, outlook should be mita' examine your priorities and adjust
improvecLby Christmas. Be cautious your schedule accordingly. Guard
about switching investments or your resources if other people seek to
changing jobs during the first quarter use them. An older person wants an
of 1992.
answer to a personal question. Be
CELEBRITIES BORN ON tactful.
THIS DATE:singer Eddy Arnold,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
photographer Richard Avedon. disappointment may be due to your
baseball's George Brett, actor Lee expecting too much. Take a more
Horsley.
realistic approach. Your creative and
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): artistic efforts will be well-received.
Your plans are working out nicely. New monetary rewards are possible.
Financial and career affairs can be
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
wrapped in a neat package. Do not 21): Stick close to home and you will
feel afraid to ask top dollar. Better be more productive today. Those in
still, let experts negotiate for you!
publishing or communications-make
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): great progress. An advance for a first
Joint ventures could become burden- manuscript will be larger than exsome.Communication snagscan pose pected!
additional headaches. Take care of
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
important details personally. Do not Success with a do-it-yourself project
let false pride interfere with true love. increases your income. Think twice
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Do before agreeing to exorbitant finance
not put much stock in a newcomer's charges. An older person could fruspromises. A gamble will pay off trate you. Casually drop hints.
nicely if you bet on yourself. RoAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
mance enters a particularly exciting An expensive business trip or semiperiod. Be honest with your partner. nar is worth the cost. Swallow your
CANCER (June 21-July 22): pride and admit a mistake; otherTackle a family problem before going wise, you. Will continue to flounder.
to work. New insights will help you Be more gracious with your friends
make the right decision in business or and your spouse.
romance.Taking your loved ones for
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
granted would be a big mistake.
sudden trip is a real possibility. Check
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A mate tickets and appointments;others may
or friend solves a problem, reducing slip up ort important details. Gossip
your Work Toad -Of-responsibilities: -about a former romantic partner is
Good communication plays a key incorrect.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are experts at hiding their emotions. Beneath a
gruff exterior beats a heart of gold! Loyal and generous, these children will
never forget anyone who has helped them. Hard workers, these Taureans
often become overachievers. They want to accumulate power as well as cash.
Master tacticians, they lay their plans long before they make their move.

i
TSAVE 50%

Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Evangelism Work Area/7
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m.

Oaks Country Club Ladies'
events/golf/9 a.m.; bridge/9:30
a.m.; luncheon/12 noon.

row

I

95
'
,nog
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(Reg. $1495)

(Reg $14.95)

Spring brings lots
of smileswhen
you take advantage
of this special
portrait otterI

Murray Country Club Ladies
golf/9:30 a.m.

Hospital...

Cardizem (diltiazem), a calciumchannel blocker, will lower blood
pressure, reduce the work of the heart
and improve circulation to cardiac
muscle. However, it must be used
with caution in patients with bundle
branch abnormalities, such as yours,
because,it can further slow electrical
impulses; this could lead to inefficient
heartbeat and an inappropriately
slow pulse.
I think you'll be best served by placing yourself under the care of a cardiologist. Ask your doctor to refer you
to one. Such a specialist will test you
further to determine the degree of
cardiac malfunction and will suggest

O'Neal baby girl, parents, Lisa and
Thomas, Rt. 1, Box 191-A, Wingo,
Taylor baby boy, parents, Cathy and
George. Rt. 1, Box 278, Dexter.
Dismissals
John H. Brinn, 153,3 Oxford Dr.,
Murray; Tommy Blair, Rt. 1, Box 42,
Farmington; Mrs. Opal M. Smotherman, Rt. 7, Box 620, Murray; Jesse
Crass, P.O. Box 54, Kirksey;
Mrs. Dorothy Marie Feulner, 400
South Ninth St., Murray; Daniel Pizzino, 399 Sanford, Painesville, Ohio;
Mrs. Nannie Wherry, 106 Bradley Hill
Rd., Dover, Tenn.;
Lexall Camp, Rt. 1, Box 172-D, Kirksev; Mrs. Martha Howard, Rt. 1, Box
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Ladies' Swimwear

3Ø%..5Ø% off

Children's
Shorts & Tops

Ladies'
Shorts & Tops

20% off

40% off
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Shooting Days/Dates: Thurs: thru Mon., May 16-20
Photographer Hours: Daily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5:30 p.m.
Hwy. 641 North Murray

Murray-

JO-AN'S

70 yards ofPremium Quality
Carpet Installed.
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You probably know of the - too much to clean. The people
Alsace-Lorraine region from a brief we have contact with are all
mention in history class many extremely friendly, friendlier than
years
we've ever experienced either the
ago. Something about how
Events at West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center the territory went back and forth French of the Germans. Charm of
include open riding/5-8 p.m.; pole between France and Germany for the former combined with the courcenturies? A point of pride that fig- tesy of the latter.
riding/8-10 p.m.
The nicest route through this
ured in relentless nationalistic
feuding?
region
lust
western
is the Wine Road, a
on
the
side
Functional design and drawings
by MA degree candidate John of the Maginot Line? That's right. 110-mile, two-laner that winds
It's French now, has been since back around on itself more times
Grace Baptist Church events Bradley/on exhibit today through
the
end of WWII, but the German than you can count. It is surMay
26/main level/Clara M. Eagla
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
characteristics are impossible to rounded by vineyards, to the left
Youth Bible Study and Adult Bible Gallery, FA Center, MSU.
ignore. Cultural overlapping has and right, in front, behind, that
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
Prints
by
meeting/8 p.m.
BFA degree candidate taken place since the Middle Ages, reach right up to the ancient town
Tonya Vance/on exhibit today even though the countries were so gates and grow on around and
Memorial Baptist Church events through May 26/Clara M. Eagle often at war. Today, on the verge above the villages. As you might
of a peacefully united Europe, the guess, wine is big-business
in these
include Supper/6 p.m.; Louis Gallery, FA Center, MSU.
area has lost all its political signifi- parts. Small 106.1
producers offer
Hamada speaking/7 p.m.; SanctuWorks by Lori Mihm-McQueary/ cance and presents a harmonious degustation from bottles with labels
ary Choir/8 p.m.
on exhibit through May 26/Curtis blend of both French and German in old German script spelling out
traditions.
Center Gallery, MSU.
names like Gewuerztraminer,
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
The Franco-German border
Edelzwicker, Riesling.
include Fidelis Class/1:30 p.m.;
Painting, photography and instal- remains only as a geographical and
Spring in midwestem Europe is
Mid-Week Bible Study, business
lation by BFA degree candidate cartographical feature: the Rhine synonomous with asparagus and for
meeting, youth organizations/7
Torn Fawbush/on exhibit today River. Border guards are rarely many asparagus gourmands only
p.m.
through May 26/Clara M. Eagle seen and many border posts have the French strain is good enough.
been dismantled; we barely had to The (almost) foot-long, plump
Gallery, FA Center, MSU.
Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
slow
down when crossing the stalks are kept out of the
p.m./Homcplace-1850/LBL.
sun to
frontier.
keep them pale (white), mild and
A springtime drive through the delicate. They have to be peeled
Health Express of MurrayAlsace: Everyone's in a cleaning before cooking to a
tenderness that
Calloway County Hospital/
frenzy. Maybe it has to do with the in green
asparagus we would call
Kirksey/58:3 0-1 la.m.;
time of year, but I suspect it's the overdone. Purists pick
them up in
Stella/12:30-3 p.m.
ingrained Germanic zeal for "Ord- the fingers, dip in
a hollandaise
nung" (order). Cobbled streets are sauce (through
the limpness of the
being swept, small lead-glass win- vegetable makes this
a bit tricky)
dow panes are being washed, half- and eat with such obvious
by Peter Gott, M.D.
pleasure
timbered houses are being painted. that the uninitiated are
not too
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have a right additional treatment that might in- And everywhere, absolutely everybashful to do the same. I didn't
and left bundle branch block and won- clude coronary angioplasty (unblock- where, flowers are being tended:
der if my condition can trigger a ing your coronary arteries with a bal- gardens of perfectly ripe daffodils, even mid the asparagus juice running up my sleeve. (By the way,
heart attack. One doctor gave me loon) or bypass surgery. At the very, tulips and crocuses stand bright on
fingerbowls are mandatory with
Cardizem and another told me not to least, the cardiologist should be able
every available square foot of this exercise.)
take it. I'm confused.
to mediate the apparent misunder- earth, every house is decked out
DEAR READER: Bilateral (both standing about Cardizem.
French cuisine dominates in the
right- and left-sided) bundle branch
To give you more information. I am with window boxes full of intensechoices of garlicky escargots,
block means that both the major elec- sending you a free copy of my Health ly red geraniums.
strong onion tarts and rich goose
trical pathways to your heart muscle Report "Medical Specialists." Other
Most of the locals are bilingual, liver pate (in the small
villages you
are malfunctioning. In essence, there readers who would like a copy should switching from francais to deutsch
often see fattened geese strutting
is a marked delay in the speed with send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed, as necessary.
The indigenous joie along the riverside). Germans have
which electrical impulses reach car- stamped envelope to PO. Box 91369,
de vivre is moderated by a practi- made their culinary mark with
diac muscle to trigger'a heartbeat.
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
cal, realistic Weltanschauung. sausages and sauerkraut: It takes a
The cause of this condition is proba- mention the title.
There is little dillydaillying around
bly coronary arteriosclerosis, the
© Mt NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
age-related, progressive narrowing of
robust appetite and an iron stomach
the arteries that supply oxygen to the
to sample some of each. With all
heart muscle. When the nerve paththese
odorous foods, I'm not sure
ways are deprived of oxygen, they do
• I'd want to be donwwind from a
not transmit electricity efficiently.
(Cont'd from page 6)
local eater on a hot day.
This is one consequence of
The Alsace is a successful mararteriosclerosis.
86, Cottage Grove, Tenn Steven A.
The other consequence is heart at- Rt. 2, Hazel:
riage of two traditionally antagoHaneline,
Burls
Fit.
7,
Mayfield;
Mrs
4201/2
Kanipe,
South
Eight
St.,
tack. If a blood clot forms in a coronistic societies. Both partners have
Kimberly Ross and baby boy, Rt. 8, Murray:
nary artery, the nerves and the.mus- Box 462, Benton.
a say, both retain their individual
Mrs. Tammy R. Wallace and baby
cle fed by that artery will be severely
girl, Rt. 1, Box 14-E, Sedalia; Mrs. Lisa
personalities, both bring their best
damaged. If the damaged area is
Three newborn admissions and M. Smith and baby boy, Rt. 1, Box
to the relationship. I only hope the
large, the heart may stop.
dismissals at Murray-Calloway 82-C, Paris, Tenn.;
region can serve as a model for the
Therefore, your branch block is a County Hospital on
Mrs. Jennifer Taylor and baby girl,
May
Sunday,
future EC union, which sometimes
likely reflection of the general state
209 Maple, Apt. 1, Murray; Mrs Jacseems destined to spend years in
of your heart. The branch block will 12, have been released as follows: queline M. Devries and baby boy. MurNewborn admissions
counseling before finding marital
not lead to a heart attack but. I susCal Apt. C-19, Murray.
Oakley baby girl, parents, Jennifer
pect, the poor circulation could.
contentment.
and Keith, Rt. 1, Box 418, Murray,
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.:
Exercise Class/11:30 a.m.; 3rd
Grade Social (Park)/4:30 p.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Business meeting,
Klaymata Fellowship/6:30 p.m.:
Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
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I To Order revised and updated copy of Jeane Dixon's hest-selling book. Yestrday."
Today and Foreser
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan,- send 58.95 plus SI postage and handling
Dixon. Andrew's and McMeel.P0 Box 4141 SO, Kansas City. Mo.64141 Make checks payable to Andrews
and McMeel
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DR. GOTT

(You can now gel J personalized daily horoscope from Jeane Dixon based on your own birth date It costs
only KS cents per ininute. Call I .900-9814-778M. I
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Sports Writer

Newton says Racers followed rules on transfer
is transfering to Murray in the tall after two years at Memphis
State.
Wonky Lodge, & Timms Sports Edit*/
"I can't speak for Coach Finch or for Memphis State,"
were
said. "But upon receiving a call from Montrell, I perRacers
Newton
the
says
ewton
_Murray State basketball,$teye.N
in compliance of NCAA rules in the transfer of Montrell sonally called the office and asked for Coach Finch. He was
unavailable and after leaving numerous messages, I spoke
Nash.
Newton
with assistant coach Dorsey Sims and indicated that Montrell
T's."
the
all
and
l's
dotted
the
"We crossed all
had expressed an interest in transfer, and the interest Was
said.
Memphis State coach Larry Finch said late last week that mutual.
"I followed that up later with a letter, and I'm know that
he had no been contacted by Murray State about Nash's
our aqions were in compliance of the rules. I don't know
transfer to Murray.
anything else we could have done."
he
that
month
last
St.
Louis, Mo., said
Nash, a 6-9 native of
By DAVID RAMEY
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Aguirre returns to old form
as Pistons even series at 2-2
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Murray State's kirk Rueter fires to catcher Jon (;rzanich in Murray's 6-3 14 in over Morehead State in the
OW Baseball Tournament at Reagan Field on %Ionda.

4

Breds move into winner's round
By DAVID RAMEY

-

Murray Lodger 25 Times Sports Editor'

Jon Grzanich blistered the baseball. the baseball blistered Kirk
Rueter, and the Murray State Thoroughbreds blistered into the winners bracket of the Ohio Valley
--Conference--basehall tournament in
a 6-3 victory over Morehead State
Monday morning.
Murray State was scheduled to
face Middle Tennessee at noon
today, in a game moved by tournament officials to avoid darkness.
The loser faces Eastern Kentucky
at 3:30 p.m. in an elimination
game. while the winner advances to
a championship game at noon on
Wednesday. If necessary. a seventh
game would be played at 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday.
In the second game Monday, the
Colonels elithinated Morehead
State 7-5, thinks to a five-run
-eighth inning featuring a homer by
David Ott of EKU- and a two-run
single by Jim Richmond.
Grzanich. the Murray State
catcher, broke out of a season-long•
power slump with two home runs
into the screen in left at Reagan
Field. The two homers gave Murray all the runs they would need in
support of Rueter. who set a Mur-

Gana
Game
Gaff*
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ovC
BASE BAL L TOURNAMENT
ea Murray State.
Reagan haM
Sweparry, May 12
1 Nadia Tlynneama 2. Easier?. Ktaftucily 1
MoAday, May 11
2 MURRAY STATE G. MoraNNEM Siam.)
3 Eamon, Atimaxity 7 Motehead SURD 5
woodsy, May 14
• STATE vs rackle .TerwLesaae
4 IMURRAT

Noon

Gams

.1(414,41.40.4
Garry 4 IOW vs EMU,

5

anew

3 X D •••

ray State record with- -18 2/3
innings of shutout work before
blister caused him to fade in the
eighth.
Rueter improved his MSU
record-setting season to 11-2, tossin-g a five-hitter while striking out
13. He sat down 14 in a row before
giving up a single in the seventh,
and couldn't work his way out of a
Bobby Schoen error in the eighth.
with Morehead's Jeff Young stroking a three-run double to right.
The junior lefthander then
received a visit on the mound from
MSU pitching coach Mike Thieke.
"He told me to gut it out for one
more inning.' Rueter said. "We're
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Newton says the only thing standing in the way of Nash's
entering Murray State is receiving release from Memphis
State.
"I haven't heard anything to the contrary that Montrell is
coming," Newton said. "It would be a matter of securing a
release from Memphis State and Montrell said that he had
spoken with Coach Finch and they would complete the
transfer."
Nash played in 32 games in two years at Memphis State,
and averaged 1.4 points and 2.0 rebounds as a Tiger.
If he completes his transfer, Nash will have two years of
eligibility remaining after sitting out the 1991-92 season.

stes
e Pre

5 Star
Exterior White

ACE

using a different baseball for the
tournament and it gave me a blister. .But I had my curve working
well today and they had a lot of
lefthanded hitters, and I feel comfortable pitching to them."
"He developed a blister and it
bothered him in the last couple of
innings," MSU coach Johnny Reagan said. "But for the first seven
innings, he Was in total control."
Reagan liked the Thoroughbred
start.
"We enjoyed it," Reagan said.
"We got a well pitched game and
some timely hitting. It was sort of
the way we've played all year.
We're, glad to see Grzanich get on
track."
So was Rueter.
"I've been teasing him all year
to hit me one," Rueter said. "I
guess I deserved it when he hit that
second OM.;
Grzanich, who swings in the
clean-up hole and hit .345 on the
year, wasn't concerned aboul the
teasing or the power outage.
"They've all been teasing me,"
Grzanich said. "But my average
has been up this year and I will
take a good average over home
runs."
- Bobby Schoen led off the Murray first with a single to center, and
Danny Alfeldt moved him over
with a grounder to second. Jaosn
Haner reached on a throwing error
by Morehead's Brad Hubbard with
Schoen scooting over to third.
Grzanich then uncorked a drive
to the leftfield power alley, and
though Morehead's Shane Mears
made a leaping effort, the ball
bounced off the screen for a homer.
"I thought he (Mears) could
make the catch, then I thought the
ball went off the fence," Grzanich
said. "That's why I kept running.
When I saw the umpire give the
homer sign, I slowed down."
With Murray holding the 3-0
lead. Haner led off the sixth with a
single to right. Morehead catcher
Adam Smith dropped a foul pop off
Grzanich's bat and Grzanich made
hit may with his second dinger on
the day, this one well into the
screen.
"I knew I hit it hard enough.-'but
I didn't know if it would stay up,"
Grzanich said of the second homer.

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. (AP) — They are like ancient warriors, these
Detroit Pistons and Boston Celtics. Big, slow and cunning. They battle
from memory as much as from muscle.
They have fought one another so many times, in so many important
games, there are no surprises. They slam and bang and grind on one
another, as they did Monday night, until someone finds the strength and
the will to win.
In Game 4 of their Eastern Conference semifinal, they were tied 53-all
at halftime. Then Mark Aguirre played his best game in a Detroit uniform,
leading the Pistons to a 104-97 win that tied the best-of-7 series at two
games apiece.
Aguirre, whose previous best was 32 points since coming to Detroit in
a 1989 deal for Adrian Dantley, scored 20 of his 34 points in the second
half.
But there were many heroes:
— Joe Dumars and Dennis Rodman each played a full 48 minutes for
Detroit. Dumars scored 24 points. Rodman, who was named NBA defensive player of the year earlier in the day, pulled down 18 rebounds.
— James Edwards got the Pistons off on the right foot, scoring their
first 10 points in the game.
— Vinnie Johnson, starting for the initired Isiah Thomas, scored 10 of
--his 12 points in the second half.-— Kevin McHale, playing 37 minutes in a reserve role, scored 28
points for Boston, often keeping the Celtics in the game with flurries of
points that frequently slowed up Detroit scoring runs.
— Robert Parrish scored 12 points and pulled down 10 rebounds,
despite fouling out after played only 23 minutes.
— Reggie Lewis scored 20 points for Boston.
"The key was that--we did the job defensively," Detroit coach Chuck
Daly said. "Those were two real good basketball teams going at it, old
warriors who are very competitive. It was great basketball for any kind of
purist who knows the game."
The Pistons are 5-0 in playoff games in which they have held opponents to under 100 points. They are 0-4 when allowing 100 points or
more.
In the first three games against Boston, the Pistons shot just 37.2 percent and averaged 90.7 points. Detroit missed 28 of 85 free throws during
those three games. But in Game 4 the Pistons shot 44.4 percent and sank
38 of 51 free throws.
, And they did it without their floor leader, Thomas, who sat out the
game with a sprained right foot.
"They arc still a very dangerous team, whether he's in the lineup or
not," Parrish said. "So that had nothing to do with it."
Indeed. The key was Detroit's 50-30 edge in rebounds, including a 15-3
advantage at the offensive end.
"It feels good when people say that we can't win without Isiah," Rodman said. "That's a lie. We've got a lot of people who can step up. If we
keep on pounding and keep on going and wear them down, I think good
things will happen.
"I think we can win, but we've got to focus, keep all this in mind."
The series returns to Boston Garden for Game 5 Wednesday night.
Game 6 will be played Friday night back at The Palace. A seventh game,
if needed, will be played in Boston on Sunday.
The Pistons, attempting to become only the third team in history to win
-three consecutive NBA titles, have reached the Eastern Conference finals
th—e—pak four years.
"Now it's all even up," Boston coach Chris Ford said. "I'm not satisfied because I wanted to be up 3-1."
And he had every reason to think the Celtics could go home with a
two-game advantage after routing Detroit 115-83 in Game 3 on Saturday.
The Pistons shot only 33.3 percent and missed 19 of 36 free throws in that
game.
"You can't dwell on a loss like that in the playoffs," Edwards said.
"The playoff series is too short to think about a loss like that. We have to
put that behind us and come out and play like we know how to play."
Like ancient warriors.

On the march
Proctor leads Montreal to win
MONTREAL (AP) — Murray
State's former Field General was
campaigning in Canada Monday
night.
Michael Proctor threw a 10-yard
pass to K.D. Dunn for the game's
only touchdown and Bjorn Nituno
kicked two field goals as the Montreal Machine defeated the winless
Raleigh-Durham Skyhawks 15-6
Monday night in the World League
of American Football.
Proctor's directing of the
Machince attack was viewed on by
international television audience,
including the USA cable network
in the United State.
It was the eighth loss in as many
games for the Skyhawks, coached
by former NFL quarterback Roman
Gabriel... _
Montreal, delighting an
announced crowd of 20,123 at
Olympic Stadium, moved into a
first-place tie with the New YorkNew Jersey Knights in the North

American East Division. Both
teams are 4-4.
Proctor's pass to Dunn with 6:25
to play gave the Machine an insurmountable lead after Wilson Hoyle's 32-yard field goal 1:31 into the
final quarter had cut the Skyhawks'
deficit to 8-6.
Nittmo booted first-half field
goals of 36 and 39 yards for the
Machine, which added a safety
when Marvin Hargrove fumbled
while returning the second-half
kickoff and the ball rolled out of
Raleigh's the end zone.
Hoyle, who was successful on a
19-yard field goal that made it 6-3
at 9:57 of the second quarter.
missed a tying field goal from 43
yards with 59 seconds to play in
the first half.
Proctor holds nearly every Murray State passing and total offense
mark, and led Murray State to the
Division I-AA playoffs in his
freshman season in 1986.

Trudy'TYNAN
Associated Press
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)
— The gruffness was replaced
with humility on Monday night
as Indiana coach Bob Knight
was inducted into the Basketball
Hall of Fame.
And he thought of others.
"More than anything else,
when a coach is honored, it is
a team honor," Knight said.
"For all the people of all my
teams, most of all the players.
I'm very appreciative."
"This is their award, this is
a team award," he said.
Prior to his induction, Knight
noted the difference between
induction as a player and a
coach.
"A player goes into the Hall
of Fame on what he was able
to do with his own athletic
abilities," he said. "When a
coach is recognized, it's really
an honor given to all the players and all the teams he was
part of.
"If I couldn't coach with the
people who had helped me, I
might as well go out and fish
for the rest of my life."
Also entering the Hall of
Fame were point guard Nate
"Tiny" Archibald, and two big
men: Dave Cowens, who played
most of his pro _career with the
Boston Celtics, and Harry Gallatin, who starred for the New
York Knicks during the late
1940s and 1950s,
Also inducted were former
NBA Commissioner Larry
O'Brien, who died last September; Boris Stankovic, head of the International Basketball
Federation, and the late Larry
Fleisher, who founded the NBA
Players Association and served
as its head for 25 years.
The trustees award for service
to the game went to Morgan
Wootten, who has coached at
DeMatha High School in
Washington for 36 years.
Knight's temper tantrums have
made headlines; his sideline
skills have brought him every
honor a college coach can win
— NCAA titles in 1976, 1981
and 1987, the NIT crown in
1979, the gold medal at the
1984 Olympics and five Coach
of the Year plaques.
But he prefers to think of
himself as simply a teacher and
an individualist
"Too many college professors
teach the subject and not the
kids," he said. "I hope that
the class a kid takes at Indiana
that he remembers most is
basketball.
"My responsibility as a coach
is to see what a kid can do;
how good that kid can be. And
if I can get him to be as good
a player as he can be then I
have set him up forever,
because he is going to be good
at whatever he tries to do."
"If I was just interested in
championships I could have quit
a long time ago," Knight said.
"But my interest is in getting
us to play as well as we can.
That's always the challenge and
I've never gotten tired of that.
I just enjoy basketball."
That's not to say he wouldn't
change some things.
"I wish Ed Steitz would have
taken the 3-point shot with him
wherever he is," Knight said of
the late Springfield College athletic director and head of the
NCAA rules committee, who
brought the 3-point shot to college basketball.
Knight, who had asked that
his name be withdrawn from
consideration when he failed to
gain election to the Hall of
Fame two years ago, insisted
that now at age 50, he has
begun to learn to laugh at
things that made him chair.
_
tossing mad before.
But the man whose own boyhood sports hero was Ted Williams, because he "did things
his own way to the end," still
(Coned on page 9)
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SWIM TEAM

ter
ess
s. (AP)
replaced
day night
Knight
Basketball

The Murray Calloway County Swim
Team will hold registration on Sunday.
May 19 from 2 30 to 4 30 pm at the Cal
'way County Public Library Swimmers
from 5 to 18 are welcome to sign up for
the summer swimming season The team
'iolds daily practices during June and
most of July To qualify, candidates must
be able to swim the length of the county
pool The registration tee is $45 for the
first swimmer in a family, and $40 for
each additional swimmer For more infor
mation, contact Andrew Kettle at
753 6950
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NEW YORK (AP) — Detroit's Dennis
Rodman was named the NBA defensive
player of the year for the second conse
cunve season Rodman received 51 of a
possible 96 votes from a nationwide
panel of writers and broadcasters David
Robinson of San Antonio was second
with 18 votes and Milwaukee's Alvin
Robertson was third with 15
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) — Tom Penders
said he has no plans to leave the Univer
isty of Texas, but he will meet with the
New York Knicks within 10 days to discuss their coaching vacancy
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CLEVELAND (AP) -- Cleveland
Indians outfielder Albert Belle was suspended for one week by American
League president Bobby Brown for intentionally hitting a spectator with a ball
Belle immediately appealed, his lawyer
saying the suspension was excessive
Belle, who spent 10 weeks in an alcohol
rehabilitation program at the Cleveland
Clinic last summer, hit spectator Jeff Pil
lar of Cleilland in the chest during the
seventh 11Ilhing of Saturday's game
against California Pillar, who had been
heckling Belle about his problems with
alcoholism, had a welt on the sternum
but did not appear to be seriously injured
Belle is making the major league minimum of $100.000, so a seven day suspension would cost him $3,846 15
Brown directed that the Indians donate
that amount to a charity of Belle's
choosing.
BOSTON (AP) — The Chicago White
Sox. Boston Red Sox and a near-sellout
crowd of about 33,000 fans were pitched
into darkness during the bottom of the
third inning by a power failure at Fenway
Park The major leagues' smallest park,
originally built in 1912, was dark for a
couple ot minutes before auxiliary power
ht up the seating areas Lights atop the
----tOwers Surrounding the field were out Mr
47 minutes and the game was resumed
after a 59-minute interruption The power
failure, blamed by Boston Edison on a
problem outside the park, came at EI-45
p m EDT Chicago beat Boston 4-3 in 10

innings
NEW YORK (AP) - Hal Morris who
batted 533, drove in five runs and
scored five for the Cincinnati Reds last
week was named National League play
er of the week Harold Reynolds, who hit
542, scored eight runs and drove in
three for the Seattle Mariners, earned
American League honors

FOOTBALL
WEYMOUTH Mass (AP) — Police
said they would pursue assault and bat
tery charges against New England Pat
riots linebacker Andre Tippett accused
of scuffling with a customer in a tavern
Weymouth Police Capt Rod Rumble said
authorities would ask a magistrate to
determine whether the charges should be
brought against the 31 -year-old player
Tippett is accused of grabbing 23 year
old Philip Jobin and pushing him against
a wall of sports bar Sunday night Tippett
also is accused of throwing Jobin on the
floor, Rumble said
NEW YORK (AP) — Former Oregon
State quarterback Terry Baker, the 1962
Heisman winner, running back Joe Holland of Cornell and offensive tackles
David Joyner of Penn State and Brock
Strom of Air Force have been selected
for induction into the GTE Academic All
America Hall of Fame The induction
ceremonies will be May 24 in Dallas
NEW YORK (AP) — Notre Dame won
its fifth College Football Association
academic achievement award, recognizing the CFA school with the highest graduation rate among its football players
The award was established in 1981
Notre Dame graduated 24 of 26 players
from ,the incoming class of 1985

TENNIS
ROME (AP) — Mark Woodforde upset
eighth-seeded Brad Gilbert 3-6, 6-2, 6-4
in the first round of the Italian Open In
other first-round matches, 15th seeded
Alexander Volkov beat Jan Siemerink 6-7
(7-3,) 6-3, 6-2 and 13th seeded Jakob
Hlasek defeated Paolo Cane 3-6, 6-2,
6-4
BERLIN (AP) — Radka Zrubakova
defeated ninth-seeded Leila Meskhi 6-2,
6 2 and 11th-seeded Natalia Zvereva
beat Claudia Kohde-Kilsch 6-1, 6-2 in the
first round of the Lufthansa Cup

,HOCKEY
BLOOMINGTON. Minn. (AP) — The
NHL will not take additional action to discipline Minnesota North Stars center
Bobby Smith for a cross-check that
resulted in his election from Game 4 of
the Campbell Conference final Smith
received a major penalty and a game
misconduct for the check Brian O'Neill,
NHL executive vice president, made the
ruling after reviewing the play at the
request of the Oilers O'Neill said that
Smith did not deliberately attempt to
injure Edmonton's Martin Gelinas

good coverage.
good price-

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St. Louis Cardinals are hoping the real Ken
Hill has finally arrived.
"He's starting to come around," Cardinals manager Joe Torre said
after Hill allowed two hits in eight innings in a 1-0 victory over the Cincinnati Reds on Monday night. "That's what's really inside."
Hill (3-2) entered the season with a 12-22 career record and 4.32
earned run average, but he's had moments of brilliance, like a three-hit
shutout against Los Angeles in 1989. Monday was another of those
moments as he won a duel against Reds rookie left-hander Chris
Hammond.
"It was one of those nights," Hill said. "I pitched a great game tonight
and I'm looking forward to my next start. Ill can get ahead of the hitters
I can pitch my game."- •
That's been a big if, considering Hill has walked 153 in 326 1-3 career
innings and entered the game 0-3 with a 5.18 ERA in his career against
Cincinnati. But he had almost no problems, giving up only singles to Jeff`
Reed in the third and eighth. He struck out six and walked two and didn't
allow a runner to reach third.
"He kept us guessing all night," Cincinnati's Herm Winningham said.
Before working the longest stint of any Cardinalspitcher this season,
Hill hadn't lasted more than six innings in any of his first six starts. But
he had been effective in two of his previous three starts, giving up three
earned runs in 12 innings against Montreal and Cincinnati.
"He's starting to put them together," Torre said. "That's the sign of
maturity and the developing of a good pitcher."
Lee Smith worked the ninth for his 11th save in 12 opportunities, and
Ozzie Smith's bloop single in the eighth was the game-winner as the Cardinals won a series opener for the ninth time out of 11 tries.
The Cardinals also got the defensive play of the game from left fielder
Rex Hudler, whose spectacular diving catch on a drive into the gap by
Winningham in the third prevented two runs from scoring.
The catch came with two outs and two men on and provided the only
early excitement in the game.
"I got a good look at it, they showed the replay so many times," Winningham said. "I think Hudler's catch was the game.
Hudler wasn't done. He made a good running catch of a drive by Hal
Morris to lead off the fourth, and dived head-first into first base ahead of
Morris' tag for an infield hit in the eighth.
"I smelled it right out of the box, and that's where you get those hits,
out of the box," Hudler said. "The minute I saw him take a step to the
right for the ball I said, 'It's a footrace and you've got to beat him Hud,
you'ive got to beat him,' - •
-"I turned the crowd on again. I love it, it's just so much fun to play."
The hit came after pinch hitter Bernard Gilkey led off the eighth with a
ground-rule double off Randy Myers (0-3) and set the stage for Smith's
game-winner. It wasn't pretty, but Smith's pop fly to shallow center fell
between second baseman LUiS Quinones and center fielder Eric Davis.
Hammond held the Cardinals to four hits in seven innings. He struck
out three and walked two. But he hurt himself when he missed a bunt sign
after Reed's leadoff single in the eighth and -lined out to center.
"I think I'm going to take some money from him," Reds manager Lou
Piniella said. "It's the first time all year I've done that, but he Can't miss
a bunt sign in that situation."

(the NCAA's department of) enforcement about it" to determine if
any violation had indeed occurred
or any further inquiry is necessary.
Kenny Klein, sports information
director at Louisville, said to his
knowledge the school has had no
dialogue with the NCAA on the
issue. He declined further
comment.
Evrard said the key issue is who
disseminated the information about
Rozier's arrival and whereabouts to
the media.
"If media representatives called
the prospect and he disclosed his
flight times and that sort of thing,
that might be a mitigating factor,"
he said. "But if the institution is
telling media members, that is not
much of a (mitigating) factor."
Under NCAA guidelines, a prospect could be found ineligible at a
school violating the publicity rule.
To regain eligibility, an appeal
would be required by that school to
illustrate that the violation did not

seats to the right of the A's dugout,
pointed at the fan, Kenny Shabs,
30, of Lyndhurst, N.J., and asked
him to be quiet. Shabs, however,
pointed right back at Canseco as
they argued.
"Don't come out and point at
players, don't confront them," said
Canseco, who had seven Madonna
tapes on the shelf of his locker.
"Don't talk about his family and
his mother."
According to a fan sitting near
the scene, Shabs said to Canseco:
"Hey Jose, how's Madonna?
Where's Ester (Canseco's wife)?."
A's manager Tony La Russa and
several Oakland players charged
out of the dugout to restrain
Canseco from going after Shabs.

"The guy didn't have a ticket
for that scat," La Russa said. "The
guy just wanted to be a big hero.
It's not even worth talking about."
Monday, Cleveland's Albert
Belle was suspended for a week for
throwing a baseball at a fan during
Saturday's game. The fan was teasing Belle about his past substance
abuse problems.
Also this season, Cincinnati
reliever Rob Dibble was suspended
four games for throwing a baseball
into the stands and accidentally hitting a female fan on the arm.
"I'm a very cautious guy,"
Canseco said after the A's 6-3

--Itotted from page 8)
prefers blunt honesty,'even it it
raises eyebrows.
"I'm still me," he said. "I
bring in every senior who plays
for me and ask them what 1
could have done differently.
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Thursday, April 25
Chicago 126 Now York 85
Philadelphia 99, Mirraukee 9C
San Antonio 130 Gotden State 121
LA 1. 146414 94 Houston 92
Utah 129 Phoenix 90
Fnday, April 26
Boston 127, Indiana 120 .
Atlanta 103 Detroit 98
Portland 110 Seattle 102
Saturday, April 17
Golden State 111, San Antonio 98
LA Lakers 109 Houston 98
- Phoenix 102 Utah 92
Philadelphia 116, lAktiaukee 112 01
Sunday, April 211
Indiana 130 Boston 18
Chicago 89, New York 79
Dation 101, Atlanta 68
Portland 115 Seattle 106
Monday, Apra 29
No games scheduled
Tuesday, Apnl 30
Detroit 103, Atlanta 41
Chicago 103 New York 94. Chicago air's sines
3-0
proadophia 121 Milvrai..aik 100 Philadelphia
air's mines 3-0
LA Laker, 94 Houston 90, Los Angeles wins
sends 3-0
Sean* 102 Portland 99
Ulan 107 Phoent 98
Wednesday, May I
Boston 112 Indiana 105
Golden Slate 109. San Antonio 1%
Thursday, May 2
Atlanta 123, Detroit Ill
Seal% 101. Portland 89
Utah 101, Phoenix 93. Utah eons series 3 1
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Indiana 116 Boston 113
Golden State 110, San Antonio 97 Golder Slate
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First Round
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Dolma at Boston, 7 p m
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Friday, Nay 17
Boston al Detroit, 7 p in
Chicago at Philadslpha. TBA, If necessary
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Siala •
•

705 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

13 17 footing
C Pol)knethane
under concrete

And when one of them says
you ought to change, that's
what I'll listen to."
As for what anyone else
thinks: "It's up to them,"
Knight said.

'91 JEEP CHEROKEE LAREDO
Loaded iSunroof Power Windows,'
Locks /tilt Cruise Cassette Black

$17 999

ADVANTAGE:

New Hours:
Mon., Thur., Fri. 'till 7
Sat. 'till 5

Cain's*

Plus Tax, Lic Pro Fee
Pf C4I G0041 ir1(1.4 5 20-91
Only, NO Ekoeptions

CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH.DODGE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

20 YEARS EXPEFENCE IN B 11..DNG
Daalux• Modals
vinyl

with hardboard aiding
1 112 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 112 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 112 CAR
(24x30)
.;,,

•

6 r 1, •
•- • .1-

• •
:• .',
;.•
,

"- •
••
*•' . ,•

•

..•

.

. .•

!:.•

$2,475 1 112 CAR (123E20)
$3,175 2 CAR (18x20)
$3,475 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$3,675 2 112 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 1/2 CAR
84,173 (2400)
s. •
•
A

$4,675

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
MELBER, KY.{502)674-5530
Owner, DWAIN WARREN
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BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

el sk

•

aiding
$2,875
$3,576
It3,975
64,075

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

BANK FINANCING
AVAILABLE

N. 12t11 •-•1

"4 4

ta.

State Farm is there

national, May II
Golden State at LA Lasers TEM it nocassary
Utah at Portland IBA, 11 necessary
Sunday, May 19
Dena! at ,Boston TBA it neces4art
Piida0etpria at Chicago TEA if neoessarY

Basketball

advantage.
During his visit to Kentucky,
Rozier attended a post-Kentucky
Derby party at a Louisville home
along with Wildcat guard Sean
Woods. The outing violated a
recruiting rule that says a school
may entertain a recruit only within
a 30-mile radius of the school.
Louisville is about 75 miles west
of Lexington, home of the University of Kentucky.
Kentucky, which just completed
two years of NCAA sanctions for
recruiting violations and academic
fraud, repo-rted the violation
promptly to the Southeastern Conference and the NCAA.
.Rozier averaged 4.9 points and
three rebounds per game as a freshman at North Carolina. As a high
school senior in Bradenton, Fla., he
averaged 34.5 points, 16 rebounds
and six blocked shots a game and
was ranked among the top recruits
in the country.

Sports Writer ...

r!

•

give the school a competitive

defeat. "I know the -consequences
of going after him."
As Canseco headed back to the
dugout, security guards arrived at
the scene and escorted Shabs from
his scat. According to a „security
official, fans can be ejected for
"excessive verbal abuse."
Shabs was ejected for disorderly
conduct and moving from scat-toseat.
The crowd at Yankee Stadium
then booed Canseco between
innings when he took the field and
when he was in the on-deck circle.
"They threw apples and bottles
at me in right field," Canseco said.

•

That's
State Farm Stare Farm Insurance Companies
insurance.- Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

eswee.,

Canseco has heckler removed in New York
NEW YORK (AP) — Jose
Canseco doesn't mind a little razzing from the crowd. Just don't
make it personal.
Canseco engaged in a heated
verbal exchange with a fan taunting
him about pop singer Madonna in
the first inning of Monday night's
game between the Oakland A's and
New York Yankees.
Saturday, the New York Post
published photos of Canseco leaving Madonna's Manhattan apartment early Thursday.
Canseco said the two arc friends
and it was his only chance to see
her while in New York.
After Canseco lined out to left
field with one out in the first, the
Oakland right fielder walked to box
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1, Hudler
1s< SCOREBOARDin pitcher's duel, 1-0
Good service. Like a good neighbor.

Louisville may also have violated rules
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
story appearing in The Courier-North Carolina transfer Clifford
Journal of Louisville. Other staRozier may have been an unwitting
tioris also interviewed Rozier durparticipant in an NCAA recruiting
ing his stay in Louisville.
violation- &ring an official visit to
Also, a photo appeared in The
the University of Louisville, a
Courier-Journal last Wednesday
newspaper reported today.
showing Gay greeting Rozier at
Rozier, a 6-foot-10 forward, Standiford Field.
already was an unwitting participApplication of the publicity rule
ant in a rules violation on his offican
be complicated.
cial visit to the University of Ken"The
involvement of an institutucky nine days ago, prompting the
Wildcats to halt efforts to recruit tion, beyond what is written there
(in the NCAA Manual), is up to
Rozier.
At issue in the Louisville matter interpretation," Rick Evrard, a
is whether television and newspap- director of legislative services for
er publicity of Rozier's trip to the NCAA, told The CourierLouisville last week violated Journal.
After listening to a description of
NCAA Bylaw 13.11.3, which
states: "A member institution shall events involving Rozier's visit to
not publicize (or arrange for publ- Louisville, Evrard said he believed
icity of) a prospect's visit to the "it would be up to the institution
to make a claim or take a position
institution's campus."
Louisville television station showing that they did not disclose
WLKY-32 interviewed Rozier in any arrangements of the visit."
He added that "the institution
the company of Louisville assistant
coach Larry Gay, according to a (Louisville) might need to—talk to
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Charter club

An

makes plans for bu:sy summer season
YCA
M
"We've incorporated some new
programs in addition to our faithful
regulars; it's going to be a good
summer," she said.
The summer sessions are schc-

The Murray Family YMCA is
planning a host of activities for its
summer season. Danielle Schwettman, Progriiin Executive, said this
will be a busy time at the Y.

III' 4,

•
'
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Oar Cadmus Are Very Importast People
..and we try hard to give them the very best
insurance protection and service we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve
you'd like to be one of our V I P 's give us a
call

•
•

Dan McNiff, AAI

Mir

State •uto
I•1••••IBM<•
C.10.4.11•••••

Stale Auto Insuronto

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
753-445

407 Ma.le St.

• Kinderkamp - A Day Camp
experience for preschoolers ages 3
to 5. Also at Carter Elementary
School. KinderKamp meets Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9' a.m. to
2 p.m. beginning May 28.
• Movin' On - 'A camp . for
Middle School youth in grades.5
through 8. Focus is on community
awareness, values clarification, and
skill development. Begins June 3
and ends Aug. 9. Hours arc 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m.
• Camp Carson - The YMCA
u ill take a group of campers to
Camp Carson in Princeton,- Ind.
The youth will have the opportunity to choose from activities that
benefit their skills and interests.

IV.
IUS'S

NOW
*EVERY DAY*

z

SEAFOOD BUFFET
monda-Thursda

\

"

r

*FridaN & Saturda%

P.

• r . • ,.

r

'"

cuctl
()pot

czt.s

4 p.m.
liss. 641\ • -53-4141

14
k•Niximasb-4."

duled to begin May 28 and last
until Aug. 16. To participate in any
YMCA program, you must have a
valid membership.
The yearly fees are $5 for
youths, $10 for teens, $15 for
adults and $25 for families. These
fees help provide financial assistance so that all may participate
regardless_ of. economic status.
Activities are planned with the
community in mind, and there is
something for every age group.
The programs for the summer
schedule include:
• Day Camp - For children who
have completed Kindergarten
through grade 5. Camp is held at
Caner Elementary School, Monday
through Friday. Hours are 7 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. beginning May 21 and
ending Aug. 16.

‘
51,
N."%.%.. va.--.11"446.14.mpe'l

Murray High students
win language awards
Murray High School students
won their fair share of awards during the State Foreign Language

School's Out
BIG MAC
With Purchase of Any
Size Fry & Drink

99

McDonald's
I®
ill

Offer Good Thru Sunday, May 19
Murray Store Only

Brochures and applications are
available at the YMCA office.
• Aquatic Exercise - Enjoy the
benefits of exercise in the water.
This is the perfect class for beginners or those with aches and pains.
No swimming ability is required.
The program meets Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 7 p.m. at the MSU
P001.
• 50+ Aquatics - Geared for
those adults 50 to 100 years
"young" and wanting to stay that
way. Meets Tuesdays and Thursdays at 8:30 Lm. and 9:30 a.m. at
the MSU pool. •
•, Aerobics- Music sets the tempo for this lively exercise class.
Instructors may use equipment to
add variety to the class. Meets at
Body Elite Fitness Center Monday
through Thursday.
• Parent/Child Campout - Bring
your kids out to Camp Roy C.
Manchester for a night -of fun.
Activities planned specifically for
parent/child participation. Meets
Aug. 2-3. Contact the Y for more
information.
• Family Swim Nights - Come
relax and exercise at the MSU pool
with your family and friends. Free
to YMCA members. Meets Wednesday nights.
To enroll in a YMCA program,
come by the YMCA office at 7th
and Popular in the George Weaks
Community Center. For more
information about these programs,
call Danielle Schwettman at
759-YMCA. The Murray Family
YMCA is a United Way agency.

Murray State University Campus Civitan Club was chartered, 7:30
p.m., April 30, at the Homeplace Restaurant with 18 members. The
Murray Civitan Club is a sponsor of this new club. Certified Club
Builders are Past Governor of Kentucky District John C. Emerson
and Certified Club Building Ambassador of Kentucky District Rowena Emerson. MSU advisor is Dr. Willis Johnson of the Elementary
and Secondary Education Department at Murray State University.
Pictured is charter MSU President Amy Miller accepting the charter
certificate from Emerson. Charter officers and members pictured are,
front row, from left, Jennifer Parker, treasurer; Dina Fazi; Miller;
Emerson; Amy Sheehan, chaplain; Tom Thurman, president-elect;
and Lance Allison, director. Other charter members not present are
Aida Aldana, director; Eletsy Gupton, sergeant at arms; Shane Black,
public relations; Amy Long; Katherine Davis; Isis Chaverri; Lucia
Garay; Bonnie Horn; and Kim Farris.

Boyle expected to appeal
Former Mayfield opthalmologist
Dr. Cornelius Boyle, now living in
Murray, is expected to appeal a
$267,200 jury award against him in
a malpractice suit, his attorney said
in a published report.
A Livingston Circuit Court jury
made the award .Friday to Loyola
Bagsby of Fancy Farm at the end
of a four-day trial, Graves Circuit
Judge John Daughaday said in the
_ _ ____
.report
Bagsby's lawyer, Len Ogden of
Paducah said in the report evidence
Showed that the 70-year-old woman
was legally blind as a result of
cataract surgery performed on her
by Boyle in June 1987 and February 1988.

Festival Saturday at the University
of Kentucky in Lexington.
In French, Jill Miller placed second in Recitation I, and Michael
Robinson placed third in Recitation
II. Chris Fuhrmann and Belinda
Lockhart took first in ExtemporaA 9-year-old passenger was
neous Prose Reading 1 and II.
In Listening Proficiency levels I injured Monday in a two-vehicle
and II, Thomas Daniels and Christ- accident, according to a report
ie Walters placed first. Beth Rose from the Murray Police
placed third in Oral Proficiency I, Department.
Joshua Pearson, 9, of Murray,
Melissa Muscis placed first in level
was treated at the MurrayII, and Alison Ward placed second
Calloway County Hospital for back
in level -IV.
Results for third year were not and multiple injuries after the car
he wa-s riding in, driven by
available.
Melissa Muscis and Laura Davis 28-year-old Deanza Pearson, of
Murray, struck another car driven
placed first in Dialogue.
The French chorus, directed by by Shelia L. McMillen, 28, of MurAndrea Rose and John Daily, ray, at the intersection of Hillwood
placed third. The cast of the play, and Northwood drives around 7:44
Alexis Royalty, John Daily, Alison a.m., police said.
Police said McMillen stopped at
Ward, Suelene Chu, Chris Dill,
Michael Robinson and Janice Mar- the stop sign at the intersection
heading _south on Hillwood Drive
tin, placed first.
and then apparently pulled into the
In Latin I, Peter Johnson placed
path of Pearson, who was eastsecond in Written Proficiency, and
on Northwood Drive, police
bound
in
Dusty Wilson placed second
Derivatives. Belinda Lockhart and said.
The collision knocked Pearson's.
Kacey GuM placed second in convehicle into a fire hydrant, police
struction -models, and the Latin
chorus, directed by Ginger Crouch, said.
Deanza Pearson and McMillen
placed first.
In Spanish, first places went to were not reported injured, police
Megan Malenauskas in Recitation said.
1, Matt Lawson in Extemporaneous
Reading IV, Eric Niffenegger and
Andy Vaughan in Listening Proficiency IV and V.
Leigtt Ann Carter placed second
Federal-Slam Market Newt Service May 14, 1091
in Written Proficiency IV, and KelKentucky Purchase Area Hos Market Report Includes 4
B uying Stallone Recelpts: Act. 477, Est. 301 Barrows &
ly Krouse placed third in Oral Pro- 6111.
1.00 Maher Sows stepely.
ficiency III. Suzy McVey placed
IS 1.2 230250
IS 1.2 210-230 lbs.351.30.53.041
second in Costumes.
S 2.3 230.240 lbs.-333.00.33.30
IS 3-4 260-270 lbs.-.
-032.0111-33.00
The 'chorus placed second, and
Sow,
the play's cast members, Andy
IS I 270350 lbs.140.041.42.00
IS I 3 300-400 lbs.-$42.00-43.00
Ann
ChaLeigh
Carter,
Vaughan,
LS I 3 400.535 the...
IS 1-3 525 mod up
----non Chancy,-Eric Niffenegger and
S 2-3 300500 lbs-340.00-41.00
Matt Lawson, placed first.
Soaps 535.0433000

Youth injured
after two-vehicle
collision Monday

1

One Of Life's
Important Lessons
Is Planning Now
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We stand on the strength of our service-

BURBANK, Calif. (AP) Three disc jockeys who faked an
on-air murder confession will personally reimburse authorities the
$12,170 cost of a homicide investigation, station officials said.
Kevin Ryder, Gene "Bean"
Baxter and Doug Roberts of Burbank's KROQ-FM will split the
bill from the Los Angeles County
Sheriff's Department, Steven Lerman, the station's lawyer, said
Monday.
Each man also will perform 149
hours of community service - the
same ntuffber of hours that Los
Angeles County Sheriff's Department Sgt. John Yarborough spent
investigating the case.
"They've been humiliated,
they've had to apologize on the air,
they've been suspended without
pay," Lerman said. "Short of ter. mination, I don't know what else
we can do to them."
The disc jockeys' restitution was
disclosed in the station's response
to a Federal Communication Commission demand for an explanation
of the hoax.

WHEN YOU NEED
ROOM FOR YOUR

Family's Future

4.-

Three DJs fake
murder confession

*************************

for your

We all realize-the value of an education. That's why we plan for our children, giving them
the opportunity to get the education that's important to their future. But its also important
to plan our future in order to make their future better. One way to do that is to...make
flineral plans today at Miller Funeral Home, Preplanning funeral services is an
important part of an oyerall estate plan. Simply choose the services that are appropriate.
Well keep them on file at Miller, and those plans will be available to give your family
guidance. They'll appreciate your planning for them, and you'll have security knowing plans
are in place. If you wish, prefinancing options,are also available. ' So plan now, and
become knowledgeable about the smart way to plan for the fUture. Call or stop by Miller
.
Funeral Home today for more information.

Paducah attorney Tom Russell is
representing Boyle.
According to the report, the trial
was.moved to Livingston County
on a change of venue motion by
Russell after widespread publicity
over Boyle's recent Mayfield criminal trial..
Boyle faces a 10-year prison
sentence on the assault conviction
at sentencing in Mayfield on Monday_ _hy._ special_ Judge__ William
Fuqua of Russellville.

COOK
P0114011 WAINHOUSIS

Rim, To
Own
As Lsts,
is
_..P.,• month
.'
r
.
4
'

*•
*
*

tray On Hwy. 641 N. Next To Swim Ssas
*
*
Call: 753-4239 Days or 442-5528 Nights
*************************

Stock Market
Report
.

Prices as of9 a.m.

Industrial Average
Previous Close.................. 2924.42 )
Air Products ................... 65'4 -1/4 %
2B 443/4A i
/
(A.T.C-Class A .........441
AT&T
.......
..
Bank or Murray ...................155B
Bell South
;I!:
48:
Briggs & Stratton......... 31://
Chrysler
CSX Corp.
46'/2
Dean Foods
213 +'/sDolar A
412sliss1:431/1:
Gen. Store .......1331.
571/4 -1/4
Exxon
Ford
,General Motors
Goodrich
:1"31I/484
1124unc.
:111
1123
6
3332
Goodyear
1./1 M
unc.
106iia
Ingersoll Rand .............. 453/.
397/s unc.
K. ctitiiii",/,
ICMar
4 unc.
/
223
Kroger
a
- /4.
321 .-:/
404
1 G & E Energies
33sh .14 s
t McDonalds
543/a
0ats ................... sris -V.
(t.js()CeilaParkesnerneY
-144
..1/
305/s
381/
Snap-On Tools
Texaco
66 4unc.
120';2
i/
c Time-Warner
14th
W
404
al-Mart
UST
3/ -1/1 )
Woolworth
(C.E.F. Yield.-........................... 5+.51/58
Additional Information Available
-Upon Request.
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414 Main St.
Murray, Ky
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Carl Lockhart, 91, Rt. 7, Murray,
Lynn Grove Road. died today at
4:30 a.m. at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Clover Ark
Lockhart, preceded him in death.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Lynn Grove United Methodist Church.
Born Nov. 9, 1898, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
C.A. Lockhart and Adie Morton
Lockhart. He also was preceded in
death by three sisters, Mrs. Zitelle
Goheen, Mrs. Orna Jones and Mrs.
Irene Story.
Survivors are two daughters,

2924.42 )
\
.... 65%
PA 443/4A
361/4 -1/4
....155B
481/4 -1/2
... 311/s +1/s ;))
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Mrs. Sue Kennedy and Mrs. Evelyn
Jones and husband, Dr. Conrad
Jones, Murray; seven grandchildren; eight great-grandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 4
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Calvin
Clark will offieiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2:30 p.m. Wednesday.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church, Rt. 7, Murray.

City, and Mrs. Dorothy Spicer,
Kevil; two sons, William Talbert
Bedwell, Hardin, and Jerry Lee
Bedwell, Benton', 25 grandchildren;
34 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
David Whitehead and Dr. William
Dodson will officiate.
Burial will follow in West Fork
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Lottie Craig
Final rites for Mrs. Lottie Craig
were Monday at 2 p.m. at Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
The Rev. Dan Leslie and the Rev.
Franklin L. Gardner officiated.
Music was by Sharon Myatt and
Karen Coles.
Pallbearers were; Darrell Coles,
Roger Chrisman, Jeff Thom, Gary
Newport, Eddie Linn and Frank
Coles.
Burial was in South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church
Cemetery -with arrangements by

Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Lottie Craig, formerly of
Rt. 2, Hazel, died Saturday at
Somerville Health Care Center,
Somerville, Tenn.
Survivors are one son, the Rev.
Harold Craig and wife, Carol,
Somerville; two grandsons, Daniel
Craig, Evansville, Ind., and Paul
Craig, Memphis, Tenn.; one greatgranddaughter, Jennifer Ann Craig,
Evansille; one sister, Mrs. Ruth
Stone and husband; Buford, Rt. 1,
Hazel.

Thomas Adlich
The funeral for Thomas Adlich
is today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The
Rev. Ralph Hale is officiating.
Burial will follow in Brewers
Cemetery.
Mr. Adlich, 71, died Saturday at

his home on Rt. 1, Kirksey.
He is survived by one son, John
Adlich, and four grandchildren,
Michelle Adlich, Thomas Adlich,
Phil Adlich and Sean Adlich, all of
Warrensburg, Mo.

Schnabel to be speaker
at state Chamber dinner
LEXINGTON, K. (AP) — A
high ranking U.S. Department of
Commerce official will be among
speakers at the state Chamber of
Commerce annual meeting
Wednesday.
This year the meeting is paired
with an international trade show
cosponsored by the Kentucky
World Trade Center, based in Lexington, and the U.S. Small Business Administration.
The trade show, a first for Ken-

Irket

)a.m.

Mrs. Geneva Allen Belcher

Mrs. Lode11 Bedwell
Mrs. Lodell Bedwell, 83, Benton, died Monday at 2 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. She
was the widow of Toscoe Bedwell.
She was a member of Walnut
Street Baptist Church, Benton.
Born Jan. 13, 1908, she was the
daughter of the late Leroy Key and
Ella Mathis Key.
Survivors are six daughters, Mrs.
Ann Mobley, Mrs. Lottie Lassiter
and Mrs. Nancy Ross, all of Benton, Mrs. Linda Hawks, St. Louis,
Mo., Mrs. Myra Morris, Calvort

Mrs. Geneva Allen Belcher, 81,
Murray, died Monday at 5:15 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Andrew Glen Belcher,
one son, Glen Allen Belcher, one
sister, Helen Yates, • and .one
brother, James Allen. A retired
bookkeeper, she was of Baptist
faith and attended Memorial Baptist Church.
Born May 4, 1910, in Butler
County, she was the daughter of
the late Clarence T. Allen and
Mable Hammers Allen.
Survivors are two sons, Joe Belcher and wife, Carleen, Murray,
and James Thomas (Jim) Belcher
and wife, Betty, Santa Barbara,

1 Native
Egyptian
5 Garden tool
8 Pierce
12 Sandarac
tree
13 "— Justice
For All"
14 Brazilian
soccer star
15 Starts
17 Supposes
19 Writing
tablet
20 Build
21 Approach
23 Let it stand
24 Harvest
goddess
26 Carries
28 Turf
31 "—. the
People"
32 Clara —
33 UK Princess
34 Ordinance

36 Force; might
38 Child's
sitting place
39 Landed
41 Gam or
Moreno
43 Sharpen
45 Brief
48 Roam
50 Negated
51 Toward
shelter
52 Anger
54 Biblical
weed
55 Sbreads for
drying
56 Church
bench
57British
machine gun

Calif.; two sisters, Mrs. Lela
Mosher and husband, Bert, Palm
Beach, Fla., and Mrs. Mildred Cornett, Drakesboro; a sister-in-law,
Mrs. Aline Allen, Evansville, Ind.;
six grandchildren, Jill Harris, Brad
Belcher, Tim Belcher, Tom Belcher,- Amy • Baroni and - Glenna
Baroni; 14 great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild. .
The funeral will be Thursday at
2 p.m. in the East Chapel of Alexander Funeral Home, Evansville,
The Rev. Galen Price wilrofficiate.
Burial will follow- in Oak Hill
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the Alexander Funeral Home after 11 a.m.
Thursday.
I.H. Churchill Funeral -Home had
'charge of local arrangements.

John William Bryan
John William Bryan, 60, of 1001
Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray,
died today at 12:04 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He had retired as a Lieutenant
Commander in the United States
Navy after serving for 24 years,
with service in the Korean Conflict
and Vietnam War.
Mr. Bryan was a member of
Briensburg Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 19, 1930, in Marshall
County, he was the son of Maudie
Collins Bryan and the late Edgar
Bryan. One son, John William
Bryan Jr., also preceded him in
death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mayme Jones Bryan, to whom he
was married on July 30, 1952; two
daughters, Mrs. Robin Rogers and

husband, Bruce, and Ms. Mindy
Parker, Murray; one son, Bradley
Bryan, Lexington; a daughter-inlaw, Mrs. Patricia Diken; six
grandchildren, Amy Bryan, John
Bryan, Michael Parker, Ashley
Cunningham, Chris Rogers and
Bryan Rogers; his mother, Mrs.
Maudie Collins Bryan, Benton; two
sisters, Mrs. Wanda Castleberry,
Calvert City, and Mrs. Janet Saxon,
Paducah.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
is in charge of arrangements, but
Were will be no visitation or funeral services. Private burial rites will
be at a later date.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Need Line of Murray
and Calloway County.

James Cooper Wilson
James Cooper Wilson died Monday at 10:20 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He was
born at 8:20 a.m. Monday.
Survivors are his parents, James
Kent and Tina Cooper Wilson, Rt.
1, Almo; grandparents, Mr. and

Mrs. Dolphus Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo,
and Mr. and Mrs. Wildy Cooper,
Rt. 1, Hazel.
Graveside rites will be Friday at
11 a.m. at Bethel Cemetery.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
is in charge of arrangements.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Last
week's hot topic was the guest list
for tonight's White House dinner.
Lucky, is designed to match Ken- Today, Washington's royaltucky manufacturers with trade rep- watchers are nauering about Queen
resentatives, leading to possible Elizabeth Il's intentions toward
export orders. Companies will dis- America's military man of the
play their products at booths, with moment.
selections ranging from wood proWill she or won't she confer an
ducts to clothing and food.
honorary knighthood on Gen. H.
Norman Schwarzkopf?
The monarch, as is her custom,
Rockwell Schnabel, deputy secretary of the U.S. Department of is keeping mum.
"There's been a great deal of
Commerce, will be the keynote
speculation
but we never comment
speaker at the chamber dinner
on honors before a particular day,"
Wednesday night.
said a Buckingham Palace
spokesman.
The palace spokesmen, as is
their custom, are not quoted by
name.
Subordinates at Schwarzkopf's
U.S. Central Command at Macdill
Answer to Previous Puzzle

W

. GM

'311"

Air Force Base in Tampa, Fla., had
not heard the knighthood rumor.
-if Schwarzkopf gets an honorary
knighthood, he'll be following in
the footsteps of Ronald Reagan and
Caspar Weinberger. But he won't
be called "Sir" Anything because
he's not British, an embassy
spokesman said.
Before she meets -the Desert
Storm commander in Florida, the
queen and her husband, Prince
Phillip, have a chockablock schedule of business and partying in
Washington.
As guests of the Bushes, the
Windsors will stay at the _newly
renovated Blair House, which is
"looking spectacular," the Buckingham Palace spokesman said.
Blair House is the presidential
guest quarters.

Per mo

641 South
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•Based on 48 month closed end lease
plus tax title, license

753-2617

AUDIOLOGY

hearing aid

r((

Havl ge 1(0041 f•e44/4
Licensed Audiologist
Physician on premises
759-4815

SERVICES

300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Arts Building •Murray
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THE FAR SIDE
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Express
-.
4 Seafood

0
/
Olympic Plaza
/
11 a.m.-9 p.m.,140PAftNN 753-6149,
Sun. -Sat.

INSURANCE
NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FREE ,Help In Claim Filing
For AU My Clients

753-7890
8 a.m.-8 p.m.

LOU V. McGARY
the average cost of a nursing home is $1,500 to 52,000 a-month,Who will pay the bill for a
nursing home stay for you? Call for free information on custodial,intermediate,and skilled
nursing home coverage
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

Prices

Through

500 S. 4th St.

Cash & Carry

*•••••.7.-"'

rTi
73

By GARY LARSON

11
Jumbo 8'
4' x 8'

Lu

Treated Lattice
$729

Landscape
Timbers
$288

See Myers First
Full Line Building Materials Center
Freight-Damaged

Concrete

Steps
a
au
George Washington: general, president, visionary,
break dancer.

714

While They Last

up to

ruce hardwood floorsts
First Quality
Hardwood Floors

off

Oulkrete

Mailbox
Posts

$1 288

Concrete Mix

Starting at

80 Lb. Bag

$2.71 sFq

MITCHELL'S CARPET
Now Thru May 31„t

wy. 94 West

1/3

Some with few chips and rough surfaces. Good
enough for practical use.
ASA

in 21 different styles and colors.

1-900-454-3535
'Extension #702

or

"1. I,
-,

\ 00 CRAWFISH'...,
r..,,e,il`e
‘‘,/ and other daily specials at

". • 1
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EOM MEM 111•1111
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1991 Chevrolet
Caprice Classic
Station Wagon
Loaded, loaded & loaded'

best possible price
The
for the best possible

Russia
3 Heathens
4 Commonplace
5 Possesses
6 Running
7 Old name for

DOWN

Parts

4:

ANTE ARES PAD
DIRE GIVE AE
STARE VETERAN
MILLER VEST
CAPE AT RES
AVE LISTUN FA
NOD IR RE TAN
N TESTED ORE
WAO RA CROW
(MAR BEDLAM
COOTA lall AREAS
APE CADS ENTE
REDEUSE S[jaw

Tokyo
8 Steeple
9 Doctrines
1 Engineers'
10 A Baldwin
compart11 "Father
ments
Knows -2 City in
16 Tidy
18 Fondles
22 Mechanical
man
23 Drain
24 Night bird
25 Edible seed
27 Haul
29 Harem room
20
30 Party need
11111.111 35 Gave prior
notice
MIME
111111111
36 Metal tube
30
37 Ceremony
III
38 Lasso
MEM
40 Mine veins
Mu 42 Temporary
shelters
1111.1.111
EMI 43 Type of
police team
44 Story
40
46 Withered
47 Paradise
49 Rend
50 Condensed
moisture
53 Note of scale

di

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Will Stormin' Norman
Schwarzkopf become knight?

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Early in his campaign for
lieutenant governor, Pike County
Judge Paul Patton named Carl B.
Durham as his chairperson for
Calloway County. Durham has
known Judge Patton for 13 years
and of his many accomplishments
in Pike County and his service to
the state of Kentucky.

753-2392

Pre-Cut Treated Pins
Is Ready To
Assemble • Sturdy

•
•

4

rri

4
4
0

4

$219
4
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CLASSIFIEDSWIR
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LEARN TO DRIVE
1RACTOR-TRA1LERS
E

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change '24.95

WANTED
TO BUY

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION

Burley

PERIEINCE

-

ALLIANCE
T N asal
AL04114.101.06

"5"

Tobacco
Base

624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

GYMNASTICS instructor
Must have experience
753 6705

• Call:
492-8566

after 5 p.m.
giass repair
• •epia,›arnent ‘or auto
tusiness NUS Mir
17.-Cie -beveled and
(.ass top table
• G ,7,omp4ete
e,and Ctr
ij
*Off.

'OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Court
to
are on 5th St
per month
:ed Delaney
6 for more
-•o-rmation

1991 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medware Catestrephir Co.erage Act
has been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for • comprrhen
siva Madwars Supple
merit plan Deductibles
co insurance and none p
proved' -charges can
cause your out of pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductible

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Slivered° Pick,ip
oacled 1109474 930591mo •
Can Gene at 753,2617
*Pius Tax, Tine & License
se Ski Ciessd End Lease

025

you, or your insurance,

pay has beta in
creased to 9628 in 19141
For more informauon

Personals

must

caII

"

McConnell

Insurance Agency
753-4199
•04...r 290, year at

DISCOUNT LUXURY
CRUISE Fla to Bahamas
$21900 Per Couple 5
days 4nights Hotel paid
We overbought YOU save
supply
Lim:ted
404 926-3751
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser can
help through all problems
Call for appontment
502 554 7904

4f,

BUYS ARE
WAITING...
LOST 35mm camera be
Nieen 1.4HS parking lot and
18th street Reward
753 1387 after 5pm

lb ME CLASSARIEDS
Whether you rain the

a washing
machine or a gym set
11,
you tt tm41 '

market log

the

murray
M
Ledger ik Times

ACORNS to Oaks Pre
school Inc seeks an
energetic, loving teacher
with experience working
with young children Inter
ested applicants send resume to P 0 Box 5058
Mayfield KY 42066 by May
20 1991 E 0 E

753-6760
Leave Message

EXPERIENCED morning
cook wanted for Mapesec
Royale Hotictay Inn Mur
ray Job pays $4 50 or
more depending on expert
once Apply in person
HELP
WANTED
REGISTERED NURSES
Looking for a change and a
challenge/ The Purchase
District Health Department
has a vacant Home Health
Nursing position to provide
patient care primarily in
Marshall and Calloway
Counties Possible dassifi
cations are Nurse II IV,
based on education and
experience Salary range is
$9 0511r or $71250 bi
weekly to $10 99 hr or
$824 25 biweekly Excel
lent fringe benefits and
10% salary increase in the
first year Compensated
on call and overtime Full
time applicants are sought
but consideration will be
given to part-time and alternate work schedules Applicants must be graduates of
a school of nursing accredited by the National
tgague for Nursing and be
eligible for Kentucky licenSure, Transcripts and cornP4ated applications re
gored Resumes cannot
substitute for applications
Applications may be secured at any area Health
Center For more information contact Jeanetta
,Berry, Home Health Coor
dinator at 502-444-9625,
EC/UAL OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER
0 C-OCK

V-2E ea. Ss.eze
,eer•rf• SC2A.Mek-EC EGGS ANC I 54,..iSA5E "•:00 52E4,ics.5•••

'EARN EXTRA INCOME
Earn $200 $500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel brochures For more informa
tion send a stamped
addressed envelope to A 1
Box
Travel
P 0
430780 B1 South Miami
FL 33143

EXPERIENCED body man
40hrs week 435 4443

LEAD guitar needed for
country rock band
759 9932

JUST call 753 4590 if you
need help with elderly or
sick Experience, refer
Anytime for
ences
information

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a job? A
GE0'Hope for the future?
You may quality if •You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council J TPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m 11 30a m

090
Situation
Wanted
CHILD Care in your home
days or evenings Adult
Murray student E spar
named 753-4275

PART-TIME position with
doctors office Office ex
pens:ince necessary Minimum of 16hrs per week
Good working atmosphere
Send resume to PO Box
1040C Murray. Ky 42071.
POSITIONS available at
Shoney s Inn Must apply in
person Shoney s Inn
641N Murray Ky
RECEPTIONIST ,
Secretary wanted Good
phone skills typing know
ledge of computer Full time
inquiries only Must be
friendly and willing to work
Mail resume to PO Box
818 Murray. Ky 412071
5ozeukeL.E0
EGGS kHO
SAUSAGE

Business
Opportunity
Local sandwich 8 yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

Contact Video Elite
618-524.3388
140

,

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections CaU 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527-2932

SMALL farm with 3br house
in Calloway or Graves
county 435-4147
USED and antique turni
ture glass tools quilts
901-642 6290
USED and junked air condi
tioners Will pick up
436 2904

GE home stereo, loaded
$400 towbar $200 electric
welder $150 759-1518 or
753-7492

5 KA, HA r
AMC
KNEW r

I HAIR YEAR5
iNvE5TE0 IN THIS

YOtr PROMISED roE •45.4
••ATEG
40U SWORE
"sr_RE
• r4C
k.1 400 F N'

RELAnassiiir vou
CANT JUST WALTZ.
iN HERE AND
ANNOUNCE THAT
vOU'RE A GOLCER

r I'M -91

77

fT THE ONLY TIME
MEN REALLY CHANGE ITS
• A
GOV- c INTO SOMETHING TOTALLY );
ER!!
WW1 IS

HOSPITAL bed walker,
breather machine
759-4490
MENS ring 4mm gold
band Never worn $50
492-8815
ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
PORTA CRIB $25 Baby
swing $15 759-4501
SUNTAN booth 753-3488

3
DCkbri FOR
WHILE-,JOHN IT

HURT'76 LET HER
1=N FOR A LITILe
•

IAJHILE-.

.A/FIF,F3qFifIFIfinkiiiHt"19FiritijAfvfonfitilist*i
L.,5Jvpu
DoENERri-iir you
4 LIJI-fY CO BABIES,DVVr°
ZY•i_ FOR THEM.FIND Trey
LL*D7
STILL KEEP YOU UP
'FiftEpRRE us Fog
bli6HT WONDER/NG IF TrieliglE;tolej„,i-THey eezome
04.c,LASHiri&TFIEVIDTE.L.L. •
TezrAS7 :•
yowaiFITS
wRaNG

YAMAHA 250 Tr, Z $900,
custom made 3 PW golf
clubs w/bag $115 couch,
coffee table two end tables
$150 antique Singer Sewing Machine $75 Call Ray.
Ann 753 5902 492 8320
160
Horne

FurntsNlve
1920's ERA dining table
and 4 chairs Very good
condition Large ornate
legs Walnut $250
901-498-8993
BR furniture 6 drawer
dresser with mirror 4
drawer chest of drawers, in
very good condition, $250,
apricot/gray/white twin
comforter and bed ruffle
with 2 apricot balloon val
ances $40, DP weight
bench and weights $150
759-1293 after 5pm
KINGSIZE waterbed Ex
°pliant condition 489 2694
after 5pm
100

Farm
Equipment

1983 282MF tractor
915hrs Excellent condi
753-5463 or
lion
753-014/

WERE 5UPPOSE0 TO BE
REAPING "THE BROTAER5
KARAMAZOV," CHUCK .. CAN
YOU TELL ME ABOUT IT?

WELL THERE ARE THESE
WEE BROTHERS, SEE,AND

Golf Carts

GLEANER K combine with
corn grain head crop
sprayer 4-bottom plow log
splitter. culti mulcher
759-1947 after 5pm

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

1986 CLAYTON 14x70,
3br, 2 bath All electric
Stella Mobile Home Court
759 4934

Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

1991 14x50
Total electric
underpinned
era Cts Lot

2br 1 bath
W/D hookup
Located Rivi7 389 0141

24tt PERRY travel trailer
self-contained, skirted, insulated, underpinned Excellent condition, brick pa
tio privacy fence See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E

••

Sports
Equipment
SMITH& Wesson 38 pistol
Bearcst scanner, red light
489-2476

NOW renting extra large
2br Water furnished
$315/mo 753-3530 after
3PfT1
TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
roorhs Apply Hilldale Apts
Hardin, Ky or call
502-437-4113 EHO
340
Hou•••
For Rent
2BR gas heat appliances
furnished $275/mo plus
deposit 753-9826
2BR stove/refrigerator,
lmi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required No
pets $275 489 2440

BANK Ropes down pay
ments starting as low as
$299 00 2 & 3 bedrooms
A FIREWOOD for sale
doublewide repos also
437-4667
-available- -BEST HOME
CENTER Hwy 45 South
WOOD for sale 753 9745
TN
Jackson
901 422 2825
Firewood

NEW doublewides 3 bed
rooms $14,999 00
$17221 per month. $1,296
down. 12 25% APR Free
delivery and set up BEST
HOME CENTER. Hwy 45
South, Jackson, TN
901-422 2825

BALDWIN grand piano
6'3" ebony Restored to like
new condition $8300
437-4432
240

USED homes ready to live
in, 2 or 3 bedrooms sin
miscellaneous
glewides and doublewides
- 'delivery and set up
AGREE Carports 1221 free
at $4.143 00
Starting
for
Reg $1295 00 sale
CENTER
$756 20x21 reg $1795 on BEST HOME
sale for $1156 Call May - Hwy 45 South, Jackson. TN
901 422 2825
_
held 247-7831
YOUR 'Choice NEW 2-or 3
CONTEMPORARY 88in
colorful sofa $150 bedroom, $10,999.00,
$127 22 per Month
759 1367
$88500 down, 1225%
FABRIC•Fabric•Fabric. APR 180 mos Free delivSpnng fancies amvMg daily. ery and set up BEST
Bridal too!! Country Re- HOME CENTER Hwy 45
mnants Hwy 68/641 Draffen- South, Jackson, TN
vale, Ky. next to Bonanza 901 422 2825
Marshall County. lOatn-5pm
Mon-Sat.
280
Mobile
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock
Horne, For Rent
lcu ft bag only $150 ea
Black rock 50lb bag $1 50 2BR 12x50 in New Con
ea We also have sanitized cord $125/mo 436 2427
play sand 50lb bag only
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib 2BR 753-9866
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to DOUBLEWIDE 2br gas
Coast Hardware 753-8604 heat Days 527-1987
PATIO stones 2-x8-x16" nights 354-6335
gray or red 69c ea Also SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
2"x12 square or hexagonal electric or gas Walking dis
patio stones gray or red lust tance to college 753 5209
$1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving
stones for 55c ea and 18'
Heating
square brickfaced patio
And Cooling
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753-8604 AIR conditioner repair, free
436 2904
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug- estimates
gets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 40Ib bag just
$1 79ea Potting soil 40Ib
bag only $1 99 ea Also
1gal size Shrubs or
Azalea's are just $2 99 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753-8604

300
Business
Rentals
10x12 SPACES available
$50 mo
downtown
Hazel.Ky Days 492-8175
nights 1-901 247 5518

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding' We now otter 4 CAR shop with office Call
stamps and stamp supplies 753-4509
along with silver dollars
320
proof sets U S and foreign
Apartments
coins and coin supplies
For Rant
Coins and stamps are great
in North
apartment
2BR
hobbies they also make
wonderful gifts and invest- wood $265/mo 753-3964
ments Visit us today at the 1 or 2 bedroom apartment
Ox Yoke Antique Store 753-4109
(Hazel), Treasure House
arid Book Rack (Murray) 2BR duplex Carport, outthe Mercantile (Aurora) and side storage, economical
the Book Shelf (Paris) We heat pump system Deposit
No pets
buy coins and stamps and required
753-7947 or 753-3778
appraise estates
502-753-4161
28R energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
we
or
pickup
TOPSOIL
H/A, apdeliver 753-0277 or clean Central
now
759 1090 Welch Sand and pliances Available
Gravel Hwy 641N Almo Coleman RE 753-9898
Ky
TOP Soil, good rich din
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828 753 2446
Bogard Trucking & Exca
vating Inc

2BR furnished, dose to
$300 irno
campus
$300/dep 753-0919
A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, a/c, gas heat all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights

WAREHOUSE or work
shop Available immediately. -7S,1-8809
-FURNISHED apartments
753-2031. efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
WOODEN storage build
Zimmer
ings 8x16' starts at $1095, renting for May
man Apts S 16th St
10x16' $142450. 12x21'
$2395 Other sizes avail- 753-6609
able Actee Portable Buildings 502-247-7831
250
&seinen
Services

200

PRIVATE Investigato
D B A Confidential Invest!
gabons. Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite #102
Murray, 7532641

FURNISHED lbr base
merit apartment Private
entrance bath all utilities
paid Must give references
No pets 753-6294
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450/mo 1yr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753 2905

• ••

•

NICE 3br stove and refrigerator furnished Central heat/air Half of the
utilities $450/mo, deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753-1953 days 753 0870
nights

14x70 3br, 1 h bath mobile
home Refrigerator stove
hoo
air conditioner,
kup underpinned on rented
lot Asking $10,200
_
759 1552

Lighted
Driving Range
dintature Golf

OLD log tobacco barn in fair
condition 489-2953

FREEZER, baby bed with
mattress dining table with
6 chairs lounge chair
753-1631

fr

NICE 2br duplex, carport,
appl , gas heat, deck,
lease No pets $425/mo.
710 Sycamore 753-7457.

210
Want
To Buy

CELLULAR phone $150
cost new $850 used ap
prox 6 8mos radar detec
tor $100 tow bar $40 1980
Honda 650 motorcycle
$500 OBO upright deep
freeze $150 6000 BTU AC
$50 753 7413 after 3pm

SUPP:6ED
'' YOU
7.; RE ASLEEP'

NICE 1,2,3br apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1-3br house 1- 4br
house W/D hook up Day
9-5 753-6111, night
753-0606:

14x70 2tor 2 full baths partially furnished Owner
wants offer 498 8911
evenings after 5pm.
492 8297

Par 3 Golf Course

WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call after
7pm, 753-1016

r

WIN! N4A1S AL. n•i!S

12x60 2BR stove, dis
hwasher, new refrigerator
new heating unit 2 air con
ditioners. ceiling fan
$8000 753-2336

WILL babysit days in my
References
home
759-4490

USED chain link fencing
Need about 50 yards Call
Ann at 435 4425

•visetle

GOLF clubs (rnens and wo SHARP copiers Author
mens) Mons Palmer Ax- 'zed dealer for sales ser
iom irons (sw 3 won) lyr vice, supplies parts arid
rental units Local corn
old, also women s Power
bin countess irons (PW 3 party Call 1 800 248 4319
won) For more information
270
call Tim at 753-8355 during
Mobile
day or 753 5904 at night
Homes For Sale

WILL help new mother with
newborn light housekeep
ing. etc Call Meg an exper
ienced grandmother
753-9630

100
NURSES Aide PRN work
as needed We are looking
for a caring person who
enjoys working with the el
derly Experience pre
toned but will train Apply
in person Fern Terrace
Lodge of Murray, 1505 Ste
dium View Drive

WHAT 4-110U NAVE

-JAE FOCI ....INCH

Apartments
For Rent

Business
Services

Help
Wanted

Notice

320

250

060

02;

AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath
brick central H/A, appliances $500/mo. deposit Coleman RE 753-9898.
370
livestock
& Supple*
14M0 old saddle colt stud
489 2476
BULLS AND HEIFERS
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simrnental. Gelbvieh. and
Maine Anjou crossbred
service age Bulls and Heif
ers Only the very top performers offered for sale All
animals health tested and
guaranteed to breed Smith
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz,
DAY
42211
KY
(502)235-5182 NIGHT
(502)235-5170
4
.80
Pets
8 Supplies
4 FEMALE AKC Dachs
hund puppies Red color
$125 Ready First shots
wormed
and
1 901 973-3204
AKC registered Pomeranian puppies Shots and
wormed $150 Cash only
Paris Tn 901 642 2394
AKC registered Dachshund
2 year old male AKC regis
tered Bassett Hound 3 year
old female 489-2476
AKC standard Poodle puppies 7wks 492 8529
HAVE an obedient safe
dog for show or home
Classes or professionally
trained Serving Murray for
over 12yrs 436-2858
PEGS Dog Grooming
753-2915
PET Pen 1101 Story Tropical fish, birds, Iguanas
Tranutals' Chincilhas dog
grooming bulk feed
759-1322
400
Produce
STRAWBERRIES Wal
ace's U-Pick Open Mon.
Wed, Fri 4 7pm, Tues,
Thurs, Sat 7am-7pm, Sunday 1pm-5pm Price 60c
quart u-pick $1 25 quart
ordered N 16th & Poor
Murray
Farm Rd
753 0195

Real
Estate
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753 1651
or 489-2266
KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L
440
Lots
For Sale
1111•=,

LOT 1 mile south of Ken lake State Park Water and
sewer on lot 753-5541
LOT on KY lake 1 mile
south of Kenlake State
Park in Anderson Shores
terms
Easy
1 800 6 2 1 3894 or
474-8826

Homes
For Sate

DROOM

271 bath,
3/4
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwater/Farmington Di
ningroom, plenty of closets
cabinets, double garage
753-2223

•

TtW MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

apartment
af campus
house 1-4br
hook up Day
111, night

plex, carport,
heat, deck,
ts S425/mo
e 753-7457
tove and re
rnished GenHalf of the
/mo, deposit
05 N
16th
ys 753 0870

3BR 2'AT home 3 mi
west of Murray in Oaks
Estates Large kit & family
room with fireplace Dining
room playroom, utility, and
garage Central H/AC.
paved drive, city water, ca
blevision All appliances included Perfect for young
family or retired couple'
Call 753 8151 for
appointment
3BR brick 5 miles south
east l36Osqft. 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40's
436 2742
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753 3293

plications for
ant subsidized
1, 2 & 3 body Hilldale Apts
Ky
or call
13 EHO

at appliances
$275mo plus
9826
'refrigerator.
raves Co line
Deposit and
required
No
489 2440

HILLTOP Home Must Sell
On Hale Rd
Reduced
$23,000 _negotiable
436 2010
MARTIN Heights, Brick,
3br, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
patio, landscaped, used
little 753 4065, 762 1123
PRICE reduced' Three
bedroom, 1-/p bath, brick,
excellent condition on quiet
street in city Central gas
heat, living room dining
room, kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom, paved
driveway, carport, de
tached garage or workshop, fenced backyard
Call
Lots of extras
753-1893. Chuck Foster

1929 FORD Model "A" two
door sedan Recent motor
overhaul new upholstery
paint and tires Tided collectors item First $5,750
Call 753 5154 after 5pm
1975 GRAN Torino AC
pb/ps intermittent wiper
59,500 original miles
$1200 436 2639

1988 PONTIAC LeMans
5-speed, A/C, AM/FM cas
sette. 51xxx, one owner
$4250 or trade 762-4789

FULL time yard mowing
Dependable Free esti
mates 436 2528

estimates
GENERAL Repair plumbing. roofing_ tree work

1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AMIRA stereo Air/heat,
cruise Extra clean 45,000
miles Owner must sell
$4900 753 6633

1978 FORD Mustang, 1969
Volkswagon, 1972 Ford
Pickup, 1981 Monte Carlo
(body only), 1979 Pontiac
Daytime
Firebird
759 1331 ask for Steve
after 5pm 436-5363

1
1979 PINTO wagon
owner, no rust, air, stereo
good motor, new tires
435 4579
1984 CHRYSLER Laser,
41xxx, loaded 1988 Buick
LeSabre. 41xxx, loaded
753-1078

1984 MUSTANG GT 5
speed, fully loaded, new
tires, sharp inside and out
$4350
Runs great
436-5845

GRASS, GRASS, GRASS
Will mow lawns Dependable, reasonable, free estimates Call for appointment 435 4213 leave
message

CAR Stereo Ins-fellation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist. Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.

'Junior Thorn,
Operator
30 Years Everiencr
Specialaing in Septic
tanks. Seoers. Foundation. Hauling. etc.

EXCELLENT condition
1986 Chev Caprice Fully
loaded Call after 5pm,
753-7903

(502) 759-4664

GREAT graduation gift
1990 Mazda MX6 Low
miles Lots of extras
437-3042

AlA T ENTERPRISE Excavating Dozer, backhoe,
trucks Levies, roads, drtveways parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577

PUNCH 45 $225 15th Anniversary Special! Sunset
Blq, Music Murray's
Rocgford-Fosgate authonzed
dealer. Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753 0906 after
5pm, 759-9816 753-0495

1968 FORD, factory AC,no
rust $600 OBO 436-2135

ALPHA Builders Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

1985 CHEVY Z28 navy/
gold P/W P/L, tilt, cruise,
auto, A/C Tuned port in759-9965 after
jected
3 30pm

ANTENNA repair and installation Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotors, and amplifiers Ran_

1978 750 SPECIAL
Yamaha full tarring trunk
and bags 23,800 actual
miles 492 8425
D HEIFERS
NCE TESTED
Gelbvieh, and
ou crossbred
Bulls and Haile very top perred for sale All
alth tested and
to breed Smith
Farms, Cadiz,
DAY
21 1
5182 NIGHT
170

1987 BANSHEE 4-wheeler
$1300 759 1142

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
753 5500

1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais Blue 2 door loaded,
61,000 miles $3750 Call
759-4808 after 6pm

1987 MAZDA fIX7 GXL
blue 62.000 miles, automatic, cruise, AM/FM cassette
with equalizer, sunroof,
power windows Would
consider trade 753-2068

1987 THUNDERBIRD
loaded, including air, antilock brakes, Feather seats,
5 speed factory graphic
equalizer 759-4697

1974 DODGE Pickup with
topper 753-1639 after
6pm

1985

NISSAN 4x4 fair condition, stick shift $3000
OBO or trade No A/C
753-0329

1988 GRAN Am 4 door,
82 91 CAMARO or 228 62xxx miles Excellent conDaytona style hood $300
437-4076
AKC Dachs
es Red color
y First shots
wormed
3204

dean New Michelin tires
'$7,150 753-2512

QUALITY ASSURANCE SUPERVISOR
°pp...Hwy exists for individual qualified in the Quality Assurance
Area, to he part of our World Class Manufactunng Facility
Seeking individual with experience in the area cif gagutg and
inspecting products at various stages of production process Individual
must be able to work all three shifts and have expenence with
geometric dunensions, and developing reliable standards Espenence
in press form-rig re welding desirable
Compeuuve salary and benefits If qualified said resume to

ard Poodle pup
492 8529

DANA CORPORATION
301 Bill Bryan Blvd.
Hopkinsville, Ky. 42240

og

101 Story Tropibirds Iguanas ,
Chincilles dog
bulk feed

Charming 3 bedroom home neat as can be Great
neighborhood, call the hcine team today! MLS 0 3277

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.
ERRIES Wal
ick Open Mon
4 7pm, Tues,
7am-7pm, Sun
pm Price 60C
ck $1 25 quart
16th & Poor
Murray
d

EY Real Estate
d Appraisals
ally 753 1651
6
D REALTY of
mplete range of
services with a
Don of quality
all prices
2, toll free
1 HOME Ext

1965 RUNABOUT in gooc
condition with 75hp Evin
rude OB in excellent condition $1000 Call James at
435-4425

1989 FUN & Sun cruiser,
90HP V-4 Johnson, seats
8, AM-FM stereo, live well
753-8636

NEW LISTING

753-1222

'1111111111111•111•111MMIIIMINIII

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide kJ buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

28ft. MUSCLE boat 40hp
Mariner, 3 gas tanks, brailles, plus 200 new braille
hooks Life jackets, CB, radio, tape player, depth finder, enclosed cabin $3500
firm. 436-2497
PEARSON 26ft at Kenlake
State Park Marina Slip
goes with sale 5 sets of
sails, new head, galley, alcohol stove, cooler, custom
cushions inside and out,
radio, 4 cylinder Honda
10HP outboard
2
weekends of sailing lessons if desired $8900 with
new bottom paint or $7900
with bottom as is Call Kim
Milan 502-527-1220 or Jim
Milan 502-821-5762

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVIC,E
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years ex
penence Bobby Hopper,
436 5848

KY lake 1 mile
Kenlake State
nderson Shores
terms
.21 3894 or

ROOM 2/i bath
3 acres near
/Farmington Di
plenty of closets
double garage

Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Sen ice

Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Vmy Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchoring. Decks, Room Enclosure. Carport.
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

28h TERRY Taurus travel
trailer Excellent condition
A/C, -front awn4ng, micro...... _BACKHOE.....SDrvIce - ROY
wave, extras 436-2959
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years.experience
520
Septic system drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
Boats
759-4664

Johnson Commercial
Good Condition Full
equiped 753-2085

Grooming

ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free estimates
References
435-4632

Best Prices
* Quality Results *

1985 CREST 40h pontoon
houseboat, sleeps 6,
generator, gas furnace, gas.
cook stove, A/C, gas
electric, refrigerator (2) 34
gallon gas tanks 100tip

obedient, safe
how or home
professionally
rving Murray for
436 2858

Beasley. Buchanan,
In. 90t-642-4077

*
1979 CHEVY pickup 6 cylinder. SWB, one owner,
new shocks. brakes, paint,
etc 20mpg $2500
753-6779 7am-5pm,
753-7975 after 5pm, or
759-9404

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing Basements footings, garages, drives.
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots Over 20yrs
experience
Free estimates
753-9552 or
437-4391
BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
bushhogging.
and
436-5430
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bebber
759-1247, leave message

CH1M Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling, all makes and
models. Call ,Gary at
759 4754
CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy Bill reartine tiller
Small size garden $40 arid
up 436 2003
DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs experience Can accommo
date lobs in tight places
50 2 4 89 2 1 8 1
or
502-753-4181
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753 7203
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate
G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

753 9785 or

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing con
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307

Inc Coolray and Larry
Adams 20yrs experience
Also remodeling and decor
ating 753 3315

5
,5
or#RRYS
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIUNG

Block, brick, stone, complete foundation, concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered with

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

brick.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149

s

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

.Drop by & see our showroom
%
L
e
Mya SuNBURY MUR7R
53AY594
(Boenind Bunny Breao)

For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears
TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica, all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery, Murray 436-5560
Landscaping, mowing and
trim, tree removal and hauling, major or minor cleanups, dozing and grading
492-8254
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Commercial and residential, fast
courteous and efficient service 759-1835
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free es
timates
753-1537 or
753-1221

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season." we
want you to be informed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work
guaranteed
753 5668

Murray
Ledger fir Times

classified department

PAINTING-Intenor and Ex
tenor
Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
PLUMBING - Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work

guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock
753-4545.
753-6763, 759-1823
SEWING Machine repair
Kenneth
Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492 8742
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nee 753 5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15 most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Sat
Mon -Fri
9 2pm
753-0530
WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any kind No job too
small 759 4401
WILLIAMS Concrete Finishing Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474-2300

YARD work, mowing, trimming odd lobs of any kind

Free estimates 753-8463

on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves • dishwashers - gas& electric ranges

Service

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator•Emersonarown .
•All

Masonry

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling painting, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052

I APPLE= REPAIR J
SALES AND SERVICE
225 N. 2nd St. Murray, Ky 42071 Phone (502) 759-1999
Wper, CO' Dry Chemical. Smoke Alarms HALON • SAFETY EQUIPMENT
Certified Kentucky and Tennessee
AUTOMATIC FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEM
INSTALLATIONS AND RECHARGE
-INDUSTRY -BUSINESS -HOME
-MARINE

753 3254

PROFESSIONAL Painters

436-2642

84 SILVER Thunderbird
V8, $1500 firm 436 2428
1976 MONTE Carlo 350
runs good needs body
work, good work car $400
753 4275

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels re
sidential commercial Free

Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Stesle-Alibritten, _Inc.

SATURDAY, MAY 18, 1991
1000 A.M. REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

FORMER BOYD WEEDING hz OTHERS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Located On Hwy 121 South At The City Limit Edge

HALF MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY
BACKHOES • DOZERS'TRACTORS' TRUCKS
MACHINE SHOP TOOLS' WELDERS • EQUIPMENT

John Deere 850E Hydrostatic Dozer, Hyd Tilt, ROPS w Sweeps
Side Shields, Good UC, SN 3570237 • Int T015 Series C Power
Shill Dozer, Hyd Tilt, ROPS, Good UC, SN U003200 • John Deere
760-A Power Shill Paddle Wheel Scraper Canopy. 23.5-25 Rubber
Tractor SN 3123. Scraper SN 3165 • Case 5800 Tractor Loader
Backhoe, Canopy, 3067 His SN 9053581 • Ford 555A Tractor
loader Backhoe, Canopy, Lona Stick, 3154 His,, SN C738541, 24
And 36- Buckets • MPLS Model M2 Double Drum 48" x 36 Sheep
Foot Roller • Yale 4 Ton Fork Litt • Kubota L2250 Tractor. 144 Hrs
Like New • MF 240 Tractor, 781 Hrs., Like New • AC 7040
Power Shirt Tractor, 2525 Hrs • Two-Wheel Disc, 12 And 8 -TwoChisel Plows, 11 And 9 • Thiee-3 Pt Rotary Cutters, 5.6 And 7 •
Two-Box Blades • Ford Sickle Mower • 3 Pt Disc And 2 Bottom
Plow • 3 Pt 48 Rear Tine Tiller Like New
86 Chevy S-10 Pickup • 81 Chevy 3 4 Ton Flat Bed Truck • 81
Dodge Pickup New Tires- • 78 Ford 4 x 4 Pickup • 78 Chevy 4 a 4
Pickup • 78 Ford LN 9000 Road Tractor, Twin Screw, 9 Speed • 77
Int Transtar II Road Tractor • Hobbs 24 Alum Dump Trailer
"Needs Repair • Lufkin 40 Flat Trailer • 75 Int Tandem Diesel
Dump Truck • 76 Ford F-600 Truck w Hoist • 68 Ford F-600 Dump
Truck • 75 Dodge 9 Passenger Van • 18' Bumper Hitch 2 Axle
Trailer *Ramps • Two-Late Model Chevy Dually Beds New
Warner And Swasey 44 Turret Lathe, Gear Head Pre Selector, 3
Jaw Universal Chuck, 16" Swing. 24 Center To Center • Brown
And Sharpe Turret Lathe • Wegel Power Feed Drill Press, 24"
Table, #4 Morse Taper • 12' Power Apron Brake, Aprx 1 2 to 34
Capacity • Baldor 2- 12- Pedestal Grinder • Brown Master Cold
Cut Saw • Clipper Abrasive Cut Ott Saw w Conveyor Feed, Foot
Control, Handles Up To 16 • Motion Industries Bender Hyd
verticie And Horizontal Press w Controls • Thermal Arc Pak 5XR
Plasma Cutting Machine • Grob Band Die Filer, 18- Throat, 36-175
FPII4 • Niagara Punch Press 1 34 Stroke • Heald Rotary Surface
Gnixser, Hyd Crossfeed whit Table. 10 Degrees Electro Magnetic
Chuck, 15- Diameter, 18 Swing • Nortan Surface Grinder •
Alsterter Punching Machine • Bus Magnetic Base Drill -Toledo I!2-4 Threading Machine, Up To 4' • Hendley And Whittemore a 54
Iron Worker w Numerous Punches And Dies • Cincinnati Milling
Machine • Vertical Milling Machine • Well 9 a 12 Band Saw •
Cincinnati Shaper, 20 • American Monorail Bridge Crane, 4 Ton
Capacity, 26' Span • Wright Speedway Acco Electric 3000 Pound
Cable Hoist w Trolly, 60 Beam • Lincoln 200 Amp Portable
Pipaiiner Welder w Gas Engine Mounted On 2 Wheel Trailer..
Generator, Long Leads • Miller 1045E-450 Amp Welder w Portable
Wire Feed Unit On Swinging Beam • Airco 442 Camograph Pattern
Torch • Lincoln Ideal Arc 200 Amp Wire Feed Mug Welder On
Casters • Lots 01 Mig wire • Lincoln 200 Amp Remote Control Arc
Welder, 230-460 Volt • Hobart 300 Amp Arc Welder • 5 HP Air
Compressor. 220 Single Phase • Mill Cutters. Drills, Reamers,
Circular Form Tools, Carbide Tool Holders. Bowing Bars. Tapered
Shank High Speed Drill Bits, Morse Tapered Sleeves, End Mills.
Lot 01 Metal, Rotary Tables, Vises, Anvils, And On And On.
16 Ski Boat And Trailer w 75 Horse Johnson • Checkmate 16 Ski
Boat And Trailer w 140 Horse Mercury • Elgin 14 Boat And Trailer
*40 Hors. Motor
Office Desk, Tables. Chairs, Copier. Typewriter
EVERYTHING SOLD AS IS WHERE IS WITH ALL OF ITS FAULTS
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY ACTUAL OR IMPLIED"
IF HAA',

AV.ri

AsHIEIRS CHF A.; OR CHECKS WITH IRREVOCABLE
LE MR OF CREDIT FROM YOUR BANK'
- MPLFTE PAYMENT MUST BE MADE IN CASH DAY OF SALE"

JAMES R. CASH
The AUCTIONEER
REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
(5021623 84660, 1502) 633 6388
FAX • '502, 623 MS

•••••
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Your love and caring have enriched our students.
We Thank You!

Join Us! 753-4363
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